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NOVEMBER 2008 A community newspaper covering the islands of Casco Bay FREE 
ELECTION2008 
Candidates for the Peaks Island Council, the City Council-at-Large, 
the School Commiuee-at .. l,.arge, and the \ Vatc.r District came to 
the Douglas E. MacVane Community Center on Peaks Island Oct. 
23 to meet the island voten. For a run down of the meeting :and -a 
profile of the candidates please turn co page 10. 
Jamie Hogan reviews art policies of 
the presidential candidates 
One of24 juried set of posters from the Design for Democracy 
initiative of the American Institute of Graphic Arts on display at the 
Maine College of Art, The show features a selection of nonpartisan 
posters created by AIGA designers ro inspire che American peopl• 
to vote in November. You too can participate. Go to their onUne 
gallery at www.aiga.org and download, print and post your favorite 
design. Story on page 14. 
st•ffphoto 
FALL BACK Nov 2 
DAYLIGHT SAVINGS ENOS SUNDAY, N o v. 2. T URN YOUR CLOCKS BACK 1 HOUR 
Burningwood to stay warm 
BY HARVEY JOHNSON 
With the price of oil being both 
high and variable of late, the 
people of M aine are rightly re-
consicjering the use of wood (cut 
and dried trees) for heating their 
homes, bu r the reasons aren't 
only fi nancial. Wood is now also 
widely accepted as being a green 
war. to heat yoor home! 
1 f sustainably harvested, wood 
used as fuel (cordwood, pellets, 
biobricks, rolled up ncwspar.crs) 
is pan of a closed loop cycle. The 
amount of CO2 released during 
combustion is balanced by the 
amount of CO2 seques tered 
du ring the growth of new trees. 
And, new tec hnologies a llow 
modern wood stoves and pellet 
stoves to bu rn much more 
efficienth· than wood stoves that 
were produced even a fow years 
ago. 
l lowever, there arc also old 
technologies for burning wood 
efficiently. And this brings me to 
our masonry he,1ter ... 
\Vanting to buildag_reen a home 
for oursct\'cs, my wife. Heather, 
and I decided that we should _plan 
on heating u1th wood. \'Vh:lo 
surfing the net for efficient 
firepl•cc and wood stove options, 
we kept coming across references 
to "'Russian FireP.laccs," "'Finnish 
~or Swedish) \Voodstoves," 
Cont raflow Heaters," and/or 
"i\lasonry He.iters." These stoves 
plrasm, BURNJNG.pag, S 
plwto $,y J-l<Jd,rr Tl,ompson 
PIC considers island taxi service 
BY KEVIN ATTRA 
Attendance was light at the 
workshop and regular meeting 
of the Peaks Island Councif, 
held jointly at the J\1acVanc 
Community Center on Oct. 
22. With only 13 people in the 
audience, the 7-membi:r council 
used some of the workshop 
period to discuss use of the 
$50,000 discretionary fund from 
the City J\lanager, promised to 
the PIC for use in addressing 
~king or tran.~portation needs 
of the city islands, in the creation 
of an island taxi service. 
In fact, after the ap(>roval and 
funding last year of student 
boat passes for 11 families with 
chila ren in private schools, only 
about $41,UOO is available for 
next year. 
Last year the PIC used the 
moner. to subsidize ferry rickets 
in a oecision the counci lors 
felt was the best they could 
come up with in the short 
amount of ti me they were given 
to act. Compounding this, 
approximately $13,000nad to 
be returned to the city because 
a num ber of people never 
redeemed thci r vouchers, and 
the PIC did not find out about it 
until it was too late to reallocate 
the funds for some other use. 
T his year the councilors intend 
to mal<c a decision by Januarv 
that will include a contingency 
plan for using the money in case 
Peaks lsl.nd Council meeting Wednesday, Oct. 23 was lightly 
atc<ndcd; howewr, City Councilor K<vin Dooogbue(centcr) was 
able to be there. 
there is a similar surplus of funds 
next year. Severaf councilors 
have indicated that theywill not 
issue ticket vouchers again next 
year, so at this point, funding a 
commercial taxi service seems to 
be at the top of the list. 
Councilo r K a t h r yn 
Moxhay, co- cha i r of the 
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WEND AMEEN 
STORY 8c PHOTOS PROVIDED av 
PORfLAHO SCHOONER Co. 
Like Bagheera, the 88-foot wooden 
schooner, Wendameen, was designed 
bv famed vacht designer John G. Alden. 
She was built at Frank Adams Shipyard 
in East Boothbay, Maine, and launched 
in 1912 when she took center stage in the 
golden era of fast, sleek ocean scliooners. 
Wendamecn was the first schooner 
design in A !den's illustrious career. She 
was l>uilt originally as a private yacht 
for railroad president Chester Bliss from 
Massachusetts. Playwright Eugene 
O'Neill and writer Katherine A:nne 
Porter were two of the many dignitaries 
that sailed witl1 Bliss. 
Wendamcen was sold in 
1915 and continued to 
serve as a prh,ate yacht 
in Milwaul<ee hosting 
the Uihleins (Schl itz), 
Pabsts, and Schaffers of 
brewery fame. For the 
remainder of the roaring 
twenties, Wendameen 
sailed from Chicago 
where she was ahvays a 
top contender in several 
Great Lakes races, 
including the prestigious 
Chicago-Mack , nae 
Race. !Juring the Great 
Depression she was dry-
docked and remained 
inactive fur the next 50 
years. In the late l980s 
she was bought by Neal 
Parker and sailed back 
to Maine where she was 
thoroughlv restored from 
1988 to 1<J<Jo in Camden 
and Rockland. She then 
sailed from Rockland for 
the next fifteen years. 
Wendameen is now listed 
on the National Register 
of Historic Places. 
Portland Schooner Co. 
acquired her in 2005 and 
broug__ht her to Portland 
to join the services ofBagheera. 
L{:ngth 88'; Beam (w1dth) 18'; Draft 
(depth) 8'6 
ABOVE - the Wendametn is rhased by 
the Bagheera (foreground) as both ships head 
south ;or the winur. The srh(J()11ers will be 





399 Presumpscot Street, Portland, ME 04103 
ph (207) 828-0444 • fax (207) 8~8-1255 
Email: info@diverdown.info 
ISLAND TRANSPORTER, LLC 
MARINf TRANSPORlAI ION OF EQUIPME.N I' AND MATt:'RIAL 
M/V Relian«, Tug Pio nett, M/V Island Trans· 
poner ,nd, service 10 Ca:.co Bay, Penobscot 
~ ·and the entire Maine 003.&t, otir 3 units c:an 
h< positioned ro handle"'"" thela'I,..,,. job. 
• BulldingSup~lics 
• Asphaltlconcrete trucl:s 
• Utilitieslw~Ud.rilling 
• Gravel,stone 
{ni1t:110flict\S6615~·5"'.t() • C di tlU") !M \'41 • Ponlaml contart ( :1111, RM1da110 Rnrn. (ZU~IK.~~-t.J57 
f'!ll:ul· 1tran,p" n11dco11.,I ('(JIVI • uu\u\bndtran,pu<r1trwm 
Lionel Plante Associates 
Islanders Proudly Serving Islanders Since 1962 
L.P.A., Inc. 
Specializing in: 
* Island Deliveries Of Sand, Stone, 
Gravel Lumber & Building Supplies 
* Excavation 
* Site Work 
* Septic Systems 
* Driveways 
* MARINE SERVICES 
* Barge Transportation 
* Marina Services, Slips, 
Moorings,. Gas & Diesel 
We gladly accept Visa & Mastercard 
L.P.A. Fuels, Inc. 
Specializing in: 
Home Heating Fuels * 
#2 Fuel, K-1 & Propane * 
24 Hour Burner Service * 
Furnace Installations * 
Propane Appliances Sold & Serviced * 
Master Service Technicians: 
• Teny Mulkern 
• Coley Mulkern 
Licensed Journeyman: 
• Guy Fradette 
Licensed Delivery & Tank Setter Technicians: 
• Teny Mulkern 
• Coley Mulkern 
• Guy Fradette 
• Jay Soule 
• M Mulkern 
98 Island Avenue Peaks Island Maine 04108 Phone: (207) 766-2508 Fax: (207) 766-2507 
Email: lplante@maine.rr.com 
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Peaks Island Tax 
Assistance, Energy 
Assistance 
B Y CYN THIA PED LIKI N 
Peaks Island Energy Assistance has 
arranged for energy audits for five Island 
families. We w,11 be getting "Keep 
ME Warm" kits and supplies to help to 
winterize homes on Peaks Island. Our 
volunteers will work on the weekends of 
Nov. 8 and Nov. 22. 
Can you put up a storm door, caulk 
around windows and doors, replace 
weatherstripping, install plastic sheeting 
on windows, etc.? We hope the answer 
is yes and you will call Cynthia Pedlikin 
at 766-0067 or Jane Gerard at 766-5854 
or email pkstaxasst@maine.rr.com to 
volunteer. 
Appl ications are still available at the 
Peaks Island Library, the Peaks Island 
Cafe, and the Peaks Island Health 
Center for energy audits and energy 
assistance. Ap_J)roved applicants may 
receive up to SJOO for fud assistance or 
energy assistance. Applicants may apply 
for help throughout the winter. 
Protection Call,inline 
established on Peaks 
Island 
BY KEVIN ATTRA 
As of Nov. 5 the Peaks Island Check-
in Line will be in operation, a dedicated 
tdephonc service that provides protection 
for people who live alone and are at risk 
due to age, medical i l1 ncss, or other 
situation. 
Persons enrolled in the program 
must call the Check-in line eacli day. 
When a call is not received, a Check-
in Line volunteer will try to contact the 
person, and if unable to do so will notify 
emergency personnel. "The hne will be 
used to help us keep all of our friends and 
n_eighbors safe," said Cynthia Pedlikin. 
"We do not wish to intrude on anyone's 
privacy.• 
The call-in service is based on a sim ilar 
program in Brunswick that came to her 
attention almost two years ago. "Gerry 
Garman brought the idea to a groue 
discussing safety issues on the Island, 
she said. "It was the one idea we all 
a~ced was necessary." 
The Peaks Islanil Council has been 
assisting Ms. Pedlikin in getting a 
dedicated line set UP. for the program, 
but there appears to be some confusion 
over what is actua!Jy needed and how the 
s~tem is supP.(>scd to work. 
The Island Council intends to set 
up an automated system that will call 
each person in the program daily, redial 
several times in the event there is no 
answrr. a nd then noti fv cm~r_genc.y 
personnel. Councilor Bob Hurley 
has been working to get the City Fire 
and Police departments involved, and 
at a PIC meeting Oct. 23, Portland 
Neighborhood Jtdmin istrator Mike 
.Murray said that the Fire Department 
was willing to initiate the program, and 
that an automated phone system was in 
t?lace. According to Councilor Lynne 
Richard, there was sti ll an unknown 
"hurdle that had to be overcome" to 
connect it with the police department. 
Meanwhile, the origina l intent of 
the Chcck-i n line seems to have gotten 
lost. According to Ms. Pedlikin, ill she 
wanted was a smgle phone line that she 
could connect to an answering machine, 
which volunteers would then cneck every 
day at a specific time. She said it's simpler 
and preferred by the l;'eople enrolled in 
the program wlio don t want to feel like 
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they're being babysat. "Seniors have a 
sense of eride," she said. "They don't 
want people calling them." 
The Pedlikin's personal phone line 
(766-0067) will be used until a dedicated 
line can be installed, which will be 
centrally located on the island. People 
wishing to join the program must agree 
to call every day by 10 a.m. and leave a 
message on the answering machine. 
In addition the Portland Police 
Department will be given the names and 
contact information of the people in the 
program, including the phone numbers 
of personal physicians, and persons to 
notifr in case of emergen9". J\,fs. Ped likin 
says, I am very hopeful tliat the Port land 
police officers on the island will hele us 
to check on those who do nor respond to 
the answerin_g mach ine or o ur calls." 
For now, die Pedlikins are monitoring 
the phone line by themselves. When a 
dedicated line is installed, they sar. they 
will need volunteers to help with the 
service. If you arc interested in joining 
the program, or know of people who may 
want or need this service, pfease contact 
them at rindybow@maine.rr. com, or call 
766-0067. 
Community Garden 
makes headway in PIC 
BY KEVIN ATTRA 
Justin Palmer presented an outline of 
costs and a description of his proposal to 
build a 20,000 sq\lare foot community 
garden on land at the Trott-Littlejohn 
Park to the Island Council at a meeting 
Oct. 8. The project was of such interest 
that several people came to the meeting 
just to hear the proposal. 
The garden would consist of 24 plots 
of land1 each 20 square feet, that would 
be \!sea by members of the community 
to grow tlieir own food. It would include 
deer fencing, a storage shed and some 
kind of water source, with estimated costs 
that varied from just under $5600 for an 
in-ground design, to a little more than 
sn;ooo for one with raised beds. Palmer 
said there are numerous water lines in the 
vicinity of the park and felt it would be 
fairly inexpens,ve to bring one into the 
garden. T lic alternative would be to drill 
a well, which he noted has been done in 
other community gardens in the city. 
It has been a project of his own 
inspiration and effort, but he presented 
the idea to the council in the hope that it 
would support his efforts to get funding 
from the city as was suggested "perhaps 
as a beautification pro1cct". Councilor 
Lynne Richard said slie wanted to see 
more people involved before taking it 
to the City Manager's office, because 
·~thcrwise i/'s g?ing to be us going to t~,l' 
c,ty and saymg wen, th,s gur wants .... 
He agreed, saying "At first wanted to 
hog it~ but now I'm ready to share it." 
PEAT focuses on 
keeping it clean and 
green clown front 
BY KEVJN ATTAA 
Mary Ann Mitchell of the Peaks Island 
Environmental Action Team spoke at an 
Island Council meeting early last month 
to convince the four counci l members 
present that the PIC should hdp PEAT 
get Casco Bay Lines to impro,•e the 
appearance and mai ntenance of the 
fi'e1g!,.t area of the Forest City landing, 
which she said was alwa}'s littered witn 
plastic shrink-wrap and other debris from 
materials off-loaded from the boats. 
CBITD board member Frank Peretti 
was at the meeting, and said that when 
pf,.,,"' PEAT. pag, 5 
FREE Delivery 
to Casco Bay Lines 
Monday-Friday 
All purchases must be made by 12-noon 
for delivery to the 2:15 or 2:45 ferry! 
• Make your purchases by 12-noon for delivery 
the same day to Casco Bay Lines. After delivery 
to Casco Bay Lines, Whole Foods Market is not 
responsible for your purchase. 
• Your groceries will be carefully packed in banana 
boxes and/or cooler bags for ferry transport, and 
labeled with contact information for safe arrival. 
• Everything in our store is available for delivery. 
• Ask us about our personal shopping service. 
• Please inquire regarding seasonal delivery service 
to Cushing Island and select marinas. 
Questions? 
Contact our Provisions Supervisor, 
Brad Richman at 207-774-7711 
Email: naptlprovisions@wholefoods.com 
or stop by our Customer Service Desk 
and one of our Team Members will 
be happy to assist you. 
Open Daily, 8 am-10 pm 
2 Somerset Street • Portland, Maine 
Just minutes from the ferry! 
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bread. It's rude not to eat 
all your food, and you 
just use the bread to W\l'C 
you're p:Jatc once you ve 
finishea. People look at 
me really strangely when 
I take a salad instead of 
mea7 or when I don't take a litue dish of chCCS<:. 
But there are also a 
surwising number of 
sinularities. Kids ar school 
still hate homework, still 
get stressed before exams, 
still hold grudges against 
teachers. All the kids want 
to know if there were any 
jokes that Americans make 
about French people, but I 
couldn't think of anything. 
If anyone knows a gooa 
one, they'd love to hear it. 
But honestly, I can't tell 
you how nice everyone 
was to me. My first day 
of school was terrifying, 
and the kids in my class 
really took me under their 
wing and he_!pcd me with 
Eileen Hanley •tthe Eiffel Tower. everything. The teachers 
l'l,oto by Kasey Augustin, arc really understanding 
too and I usually don t Notes from an receive grades like the rest of the kids, 
which 1s good because, for a French 
student, my work is probably atrocious. 
The teachers just correct my work and 
hand it back. American in Paris 
{Ed. Nott: Eileen Hanley_ promised to 
writ, from time to tim_t lo tel[ us about her 
txp_mtmt as an Amenta11 exchange 1tudn1t 
in Franu. This is htr Jir:tt installment.} 
Dear Peaks Tslanders, 
Hey!! I intended to get th is out a lot 
earlier, but honestlv I've just been so busy 
lately that I can't find the time to write 
all the things I want to tell you. So here's 
a brief sum up of what it's been like the 
last two months (I can't believe it's been 
that lon_g already!). 
The French cu lture surprised me a 
lot more than I expected. r think I was 
picturing a lot more differences than I 
found, liut I've still made some pretty 
embarrassing "culture faux pas", as _m_y 
exchange _program AFS calls them. My 
host fa mify was shocked to sec me cross 
my legs at the dinner table, for example, 
put tlie meat on my bread ("Sandwiches 
are for when you're pressed for time"), 
and cat the yogurt before the salad. 
l found it really interesting at school 
the first coul'le of days. Everyone kisses 
on the cheeks the first time they see 
each other everr dar. (they were really 
surprised when saicl we didn't do that 
in America). All the "cool" guys gel their 
hair, and wear a lot of pink. J-fere it is not 
unusual to sec boys wearing pink shirrs, 
sk inny jeans, and scarves with frilly 
fringes. Everr.one uses fountain pens 
witli disposaole ink pellets that come 
with white erase pens. 
In the cafeteria there are several food 
courses: cntrec, main course, cheese, 
yogurt, dessert, fruit, and of course 
HELP PRESERVE 
WHAT'S SPECIAL 
ABOUT PEAKS . 
ffa1rs Island is a t.nJty $J1tti.af plwt, with ilJ rodcy 
shorts. its -..oodlands and its 'ft'tthnds. \·our membe:nh.lp 
(onl)' 515 individual-125 farrnly) ;and )'OIUf don,tion$ w 
crucial m hdpmg us mambin opm spam. 
Jom to.kiy. Hdp PR"S(l'\'twbil w kwt iboot Ptaks . 
.. ISLAND=::=, 
lA HO PRE SERVE ,.,......_......, 
,.o. IOI"· n u s ISUII O, IH t4IOI 
.. _...,.,.1(14Cll ... _ .. ,.....'to,-................ 
J\ly classmates tell me they all dream of 
commg to the USA. They ask me ifl've 
ever been to California and Las Vegas, 
and want to know if the famous New 
York City is more beautiful than Paris. 
The classic "blague" about Americans is 
that we're all fat,out other than that they 
like us fine. 
I've also really improved my French. 
I write an essay for my French teacher 
every week, and they've been getting 
easier. But here, the standards arc mucn 
higher because everyone is thinking 
about the Bae (the French equivalent 
of the SATs). Teachers are much more 
strict because ther. want everyone to do 
well so their school scores aren't lowered. 
Parents are much more strict too, and it1s 
much more common for kids to stay in 
on Friday nights than to go out with their 
friends. 
The French believe a lot more in 
starting work early to succeed later in lifcl 
whereas by our standards in the U.S., 
feel it's a lot more important to spend 
time with friends and enjoy ourselves 
while we're young. It's interesting to see 
all the different cultural values, &<:cause 
they are by uo means unjustified in 
France. As AFS says, "It's not good, it's 
not bad, it's just different!" 
I want to thank everyone again who 
donated to my trip, whether it was by 
coming to my show, stopping at my yara 
sale, or just telling me to have a good 
experience. It really means a lot to me to 
know that my community supports what 
I'm doing. A bient6r! 
Much Tove, Eileen Hanley 
Lines from 
Casco Bay Lines 
BY CHRIS HOPPI N 
The current financial crisis prompts 
many people to talk about binions of 
dollars, but our jointly-owned Casco 
Bay Island Transit District thinks in 
terms of single dollars, one at a time. 
That's because our ferry system takes 
in revenues through nearly one million 
passenger trips, freight, and vehicles 
each year, wliich pays for most of the 
$5.5 million operaMg cost. The balance 
comes from government grants. 
During tlie past six years, CBITO 
has operated at a loss, which must be 
corrected soon. We maintain a line of 
credit to operate during the year, but 
must pay back the loans with interest. 
The CBITD board of directors and 
professional staff want you to know more 
about how Casco Bay l,;ines operates, and 
invite you to visit our newly-cxP.anded 
website (www.cascobaylints.com) with 
more detailed information, including the 
financial data we discuss in our monthly 
meetings, which arc open to the public. 
In October, our Finance Committee 
noted that we had 19,000 fewer trips 
during the peak season of April thru 
September, which meant $86,000 less 
in passenger revenue than budgeted. 
Twenty fewer charters and tours 
produced an additional revenue shortage 
of$117,811. Obviouajy, we were hit hard 
by _poor weather and fewer tourists in this 
difficult economy. 
Fuel costs eased considerably, but 
we arc still $19,047 over bud_get. Our 
bottom-line figure at the Fialf-way 
point was a ne~tive $]87,569, but 
when Treasurer-Bill Overlock asked 
staff to project the impact of a range of 
cost-cutting measures through the end 
of March, 2009 a more manageable 
QrOjcctcd loss of $58,529 was found. 
GeoeralM.anager Catherine Debo plans 
to keep parMime Staffing at a minimum, 
and freeu expenditures where feasible in 
an attempt to balance the bottom line. 
Meanwhile, directors and staff have 
some extensive planning to do to ir!!Prove 
the overall fiscal integrity of the Transit 
District during the next few years. 
l n their efforts to help balance the 
budget, some islanders have questioned 
the costs of staff in both the terminal 
and on the ferries. Ms. Debo reported 
that in the past eight years the number 
of full-time employees increased from 
36 to 38, in part a response to complaints 
about excessive overtime demands for 
employees, as disclosed in the 2006 
Peard Report. 
A more accurate measure of staffing_ 
comes from a review of the number of 
payroll hours worked during the entire 
year combining full-time and seasonal 
workers. Those numbers have actually 
drof>ped from 120,984 hours in 2000 
to 106,504 hours in 2008 a 12 percent 
reduction in hours worked. Converting 
those hours ro employees - or "full 
time equivalents" commonly used in 
workplaces - reveals 58.2 in 2000 and 
51.2 in 2008, also a 12 percent reduction 
in staffing. More specific details are 
shown on the website. 
When we adopted the 50 cent fuel 
surcharge May 1, we also arranged for 
an analysis of the rate structure. The 
studJ', funded by the Maine Department 
of Transportation, was performed 
~l' Gillespie O'Connell Associates, a 
Massachusetts-based consulting firm 
with experience in transit and maritime 
operauons. Their 20-page report, 
also available on the website, !ms a 
"reasonably equitable" balance in rates 
between Peaks Island and the other five 
islands. 
It also mentions the value of looking 
at our charges for freight and vehicles. 
The Rate Structure Committee will 
discuss potential rate changes for freight 
and vehicle transport at upcommg 
meetings. Members of the business 
community served by CBITD will have 
opportumties to discuss freight at a 
special November meeting. 
Thompson 
W O O d W 
Johnson 
o r k s 
AJd1tions, Rcnov~ltions 
a " d N ~ w C o n $ r t,J C o n 
• ' 
lskmden Se1uir1g Greater Portland aml the Islands of Casco Bay 
115 Island Avenue Peaks Island, ME 04108 
207 766 5919 
www tJwhome com 
--
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TV actress Gloria 
Reuben advocates for 
Casco Baykeeper 
BY MARY CERULLO 
ISLAND TIMES 
own Baykeeper,Joc Payne. 
In less than a decade, Waterkceper 
Alllance has grown into a worldwide 
movement with more than 180 
Waterkeepers on six continents. Said 
Reuben, We are environmentalists 
who protect the waterways of the 
world and mobilize communities to 
hold their elected officials and 
polluters responsible for breaking 
PEA T,ftom pog, 3 
he and other board members watched 
operations at the freight area, the deck 
hands always removecl the shrink-wrar 
and stacked the pallets for remova . 
"Thar's what ther.'re supposed to do( he 
said, "and that's what we see them do. 
Since that meeting, she says Casco 
Bay Lines has done a very good job of 
maintaining the area. "I don't know what 
turned them around," she adds. Even at 
the Oct. 8 meeting she conceded that the 
area had been dean in the previous few 
weeks, prompting several members of 
the audience to suggest that summertime 
visitors were proliably responsible for 
most of the mess. 
"Now it's black ~rbage bag_s," she said 
a few weeks later. "They're showing_ up 
around the trash cans at the landing. "'She 
and Supervisor AJ Alves of the Public 
Works Department investigated the 
problem in ·late October and were able 
to figure out what was happening, bur 
for Mary Ann, it was another example of 
why she wants to get a trash compactor 
installed at the landing. 
PAGES 
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were described as being the perfect stove: 
safe, convenient, and· easffy capable of 
heating large spaces witli small wet 
branches (this last claim bcing somewhat 
untrue, of course). So, we bought a few 
books, and read afl the informa11on about 
masonry heaters that we could find, and 
finally decided ro build a masonry heater 
bY. ourselves for our new home. 
Ir was fairly easy to agree on the 
location, shape, and color that we wanted. 
lt was not as easy to determine the size of 
our heater. Since we were building it from 
scratch, it really could have been any size 
or shape· there wasn't much information 
available on how to determine the 
correct size for a given house · so, we 
did a thorough hear Joss calculation on 
our newly built home estimated the 
heat storing capacity of bricks as best we 
could, and then, just to be safe, went wkh 
the "bigger is better• theory. 
And what is a masonry heater? It's 
reallr. just a type of wood stove. Like at\)' 
wooa stove it has a door a firebox, an au 
inlet, an ash pan (usually), and a flue, bur 
instead of cast iron or steel, it is built of 
Gloria Reuben (left) poses with Joe Pal'_ne at thescreenin_g of the film "Grand 
Canyom River at Risk", as part of the Casco Baykeeper film futival held last 
month to raise money for die organization 
In August PEAT was given a S5,000 
grant from die Peaks Islancl Fund toward 
the purchase of a trash compactor and 
I 2 recycling containers that will be 
distributed a round the island in the 
summer. PEAT docs nor have the funds 
yet to _purchase a trash compactor, but 
the PIF grant was large enough to get the 
recycling program started. 
One of the 12 recycling containers 
will be larger and more suostantiaJ than 
the rest, and will remain year-round 
at the landing next to where the trash 
compactor will be. The rest will be used 
seasonally. The grant is sufflcient to have 
six of them decorated by local artists for 
P.lacement in the most vis ible areas on 
the island. She doesn't know yet who the 
artists will be or bow PEAT will go about 
selecting them, but she expects toe art to 
illustrate the pu~se of the container so 
that, as she san, even a 3-year-old would 
know what its ror". 
masonry, often with a brick core and a 
stone veneer. Most significantly, however
1 it has more mass tlian a typical wooa 
stove, and has an outer layer of masonry 
that is separated from the firebox by an 
air.gap. 
The result of t he high mass and the 
somewhat thermally isolated outer lar.er is 
that )'OU can safely ourn enough wooa at a 
very high temperature to generate a day 
or two's worth of heat in just two to three 
hours. T he large masonry mass absorbs 
nearly all of tlie heat from the intense 
fire, and releases it slowly over the course 
of a dayortwo. This means that you don't 
have to tend a fire all day long, or wake 
up to a cold house each mornrng. Also, 
the h igh temperature of the fire allows 
for nearly complete combustion, which 
makes a well designed masonry hearer 
one of the most effkient and convenient 
cord wood-burning appliances available. 
Was that Jeannie Boulet from ER 
roaming the streets of Portland with 
Santa Claus? 
Yes, indeed. You m~ have caught 
a glimpse of actress Gloria Reuben, 
familiar to TV fans of the hit series, 
ER, and the new legal drama, 
Raising the Bar, guidea by Casco 
B~keeper Joe Pa~e. 
Reuben was in Portland in October 
to support Friends of Casco Bay/Casco 
Bayl<eeper. "I've alwars wanted to 
visit Maine," she said. W hat a treat 
it is to experience this beautiful part 
of the country, along with supporting 
Joe Payne, the Casco Baykeeper, and 
Waterl<eeper Alliance.• 
Reuben is a Trustee of Warerkeeper 
Alliance, an advocacy organizatton 
co-founded ~y environmental attorney 
Robert F. Kenned)'. Jr. and seven 
Waterkeepers, inchaa'ing Casco Bay's 
environmental laws." Maine's onlY. 
Waterkeeper program, Friends of 
Casco Bay uses a "work with" approach 
in seeking effective solutions to 
problems that threaten the health 
of the Bay through education, science· 
basedadvocacr, w11terqualirymonitoring, 
and collabora11vef.artnerships. 
Reuben he pcd to host an 
environmental film festival last 
month that raised funds and made 
friends for Friends of Casco Bay/Casco 
B1!)'ke<:per. 
:She introduced the feature ftlm of the 
evening, Grand Canyon Adventure: 
River at Risk , which de~icted a 
rafting adventure down the Colorado 
River with Warerkee_perAlliance 
Board Chair Robert F. Kennedy, 
Jr., along with anthropologist Wade 
Davis and their daughters, 
Kick Kennedy and Tara Davis. 
262 Commm:ials-., Pordoad, Milli< 0001 
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The project will not receive funds until 
it ~ets signed off br. the PIC, which is 
act,n_g as the 501(c)3 organization for 
PEAT, but the process has taken several 
months so far 15ecause, as she expla ins, 
"the PIC is new at this and it's new to me. 
"Tom [PIC Teasurer] didn't want it to 
be sloppy, he felt resJ>.Onsible and wants 
to do 11 right," she explained. She expects 
the project will get a green light as soon as 
he returns from an overseas trip later this 
month. 
Another nice tlting about masonry 
hearers is that they a re relatively safe. 
Due to t he outer layer and air gap, 
the surface temperature of a properly 
designed masonry heater (other than the 
fire!iox door) never exceeds 180 degrees 
F, about the same as a cast iron radiator. 
As a result, t he required clearance to 
combustible materials is only four inches 
from the back and sides. 
How did ours turn out? After nearlr. 
half a year of part time planning ano 
research, we finally bought the bricks, 
hardware1 insulation, anil mortar that 
we needC<J. It took us about three months 
of working most weekends and some 
evenings to cut, fit and mortar all of the 
bricks, and then it took another month 
of part time work to fit the hardware, 
insulate the top of the heater, and apply 
a stucco finish to the outer layer ofbflcks. 
(We could have left the outer layer of 
bricks as the final finish, but decided to 
go for a smooth, monolithic look). 
Other than a few expansion cracks in 
the stucco finish, our masonry heater 
turned out great. We even built in a 
bake oven, wbich works well for baking 
bread and cookies. And we've found that, 
having gone with the bigger-is-better 
theory, we can go three fuJT days between 
fires 10 all bur tlie coldest months. 
If you'd like to know more about 
masonry hearers, there are some fairly 
good websites out t here. T here's even 
a g uild of sorts: The Masonry Heater 
Association of North America, at www. 
mha-n,t.org. They sell most of the books 
worth reading on the subject of masonry 
heaters, and-offer hands-on masonry 
heater building workshops. 
We ended up get ting some of our 
h ardwa re t hrough a great masonry 
heater builder amfhardware parts dealer 
in M aine: Maine Wood Heat, at http:// 
mainewoodheot.,om. . 
Last, and most impom nt to our design 
process, we found an outstanding Russian 
website with partial English translations 
and dozens of fully detailed layer-by-
layer, brick-by-brick1 masonry heater pfans available for a ownloading and 
printi ng, at www.1tovt.ru. Thank you 
lgor Kuznetsov! 
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Island Views 
Commu~ity Letters and help for those with cancer and 
their family and friends. 
Update on Change for a Change 
[Ed. Note: Last month we ran a sMrt 
article Oil Charloltt Eisenberg and 
Keirstan Parker, who weu collrctinK 
/'!11d, for the Obama ,ampaign. Wt askta 
Carol EiJtnb,rg how they dia. Here is her 
response.] 
The total Charlot te raised was 
something like $63.23, which she 
delivered to Obama HQSaturday 
[Oct. 11], then spent the afternoon 
volunteering on 1:he P,honcs calling 
voters. She also brought the leftover 
snacks for staff ancf volunteers to 
munch on. They were t ickled with 
her efforts and took pictures1 which 
they said they were put trn_g on 
the,r website, b ut I haven't found 
them. They gave her an XL Obama 
c-shirt in appreciation, which she took 
her creative talents to and remade into 
a shirt that fits her. 
She's also been making very cool 
Obama buttons, pr inting images 
directly onto canvas, then machine 
sewing them to recycled cardboard 
and gfuing on pin backs. She gave 
away lots of diem to students and 
teacners at K ing Middle School. 
She was stopped by_ the ow ner of 
Eli Phant, a store on Congress Street, 
who bought eight of them from her 
this wee!< and put them on display for 
sale in tbeshopwindow. 
Oh, and CBL's manager called 
y.esterday at the request of tlie CBITD 
a irectors (who saw your article) to let 
her know that their policy is that sales 
on the boats can be for non-profits, 
but not for _political causes. 
Thanks tor asking, 
Carol 
• • • • 
From the Portland Public Library 
Thank you for Kevin Attra's fine 
and in-depth covei;age of the Portland 
Public Librarr.'s neighborhood 
meeting at Peak's Island on Senrember 
16. Tliere is a need to clarity some 
attendee statements and impressions 
that appeared in the article concerning 
the nature of the proJ!osed closing 
of the Reiche Branch last spring in 
resP,onse to budget decisions made 
by the City Council. The funds were 
eventually restored so it is important 
to note tliat the Branch did not close 
at anx time. 
In aescribing the Librarx's actions 
in respect to The P.roposea closing, 
the word "summarily" and the Qhrase 
"the act was made, ... ,overnight were 
used by a West End Neighoorhood 
Association Board member. For 
the record, it is important that we 
express our disagreement. There is 
no one associated with the Portland 
Public Library - not staff or Board 
members - wlio would ever advocate 
rr engag~ ii], clqfing a _librw location 
summarily or overnight . 
_ Not a_gre~i_ng _witli a_ de_cision 
1s not JUst1f1cat1on to 1ns1nuate 
incomP,ctence or insensitivity. T he 
rationale and principli:s behind the 
decision arc vcrv clear and have been 
posted on che Library's website (www. 
Q.ortlandlibrary.comJ since last spring. 
Those documents are there for any 
objective reader to consider. There 
was nothi ng casual, unthoughtful or 
callous about the decision. Tne Board 
acted not only in good faith in its 
deliberations but WJth transparency 
in light of a compressed timetable 
chat caused a great deal of stress 
and P,ressure on the entire Library 
or_AAn1zauon. 
We couldn't agree more with the 
West End Nei.e;h6orhood Association 
Board mem6er's comment that 
"we don't want that to happen in 
our city" which I take to mean the 
closure of Librar_y branches. We 
are fully aware or the tremendous 
benefits each of our branches brings 
to a neighborhood. However, we are 
chargccfto rcsJ><?nsibly provide service 
witli the available funds. As we 
initially experienced last ~pring, but 
have now felt at fiill weight 
in the last few weeks, tliere 
is a stark fiscal reality facing 
all of us. We will do our best 
to use available and Hmited 
resources wisely for t he 
benefit of the most people in 
our City. 
Our thanks to the Islanders 
who came out to have a 
discussion with us about the 
challenges that the Library 
is confronting and the role 1t 




Portland Public Library 
• • 
Letter to the Editor: 
• 
I want to thank Peaks Island for 
allowing me the privile_ge of serving 
th is past_year on the Peaks Islana 
Council. rt has been a unique learning 
experience which has allowed me 
to meet a lot of very in teresting 
individuals and dC'!l with a variety o1 
v~,y mterestmg topics. 
While I inoeed wish to serve 
another term on the Council, more 
than a'!ything, I urge you to vote on 
Novem6er 4tfi. I hope to see a record 
number of island voters casting their 
selections for the different offices 
being sought. As only one portion of 
Maine's m~jor ciry, die more islanders 
casting tfieir 6allots, the more 
attention the Ciry, Councilors will 
have to pay to our island issues. 
Thank vou for voting. 
Rob Tiffany 
• • • • 
Hello All, 
A number of folks on the island 
who have been diagnosed with cancer 
have been supported by the Cancer 
Community Center. It is a wonderful 
organizatioi:ilp[ace chat provides 
classes, med1tat1on, support groups 
Islanders Lane Williamson, Ann 
Hinderer and Jean G ulliver have 
provided their time and talents to 
create a meditation garden at the 
Center in South Portland. Now here's 
a chance for yo_u co help. Check out 
the P.rogram below and SP,end part of 
this Sunday on a stroll through the 
beautiful Pineland Farms in New 
Glouster or for that matter around 
Peaks Island. Then connect by email 
to support CCC, a valuable resource 
for those who are and have battled 
cancer. 
Here's to a happy fall season 
Barbara and Chris 
• • • • 
Health Center is Seeking Wheel 
Chair 
T he Peaks Island Health Center 
is seeking the whereabouts of its two 
wheelchairs. T_!,_e_y seem to have gone 
"wandering". When last seen They 
were serving the patients of our Clinic. 
If anyone nas lcnowledg_e of where 
they may be or if anyone-has a wheel 
chair that they would like to donate or 
loan to the Health Center ... 
Please call the Health Center at 766-
2929. Thankyou! 
• • • • 
HomeStart will conduct Affordable 
Housing Needs Assessment 
In response to community concerns, 
HomeStart has commissioned an 
affordable housing needs assessmenta 
funded by a generous Peaks Islan 
Fund, and conaucted by Sarah Curran 
of Planning Decision~)nc. Casco Bay 
Island Fellow, Mary Jerry, is helfing 
with the data assembly, mee i_ng 
arrange!lle_n ts , and com mu n1ty 
communtcatJon. 
The needs assessment resulted 
from information g athered at a 
community meeting on Thursday, 
Sept. 25,?t the Community Center, 
wfiere nomeStart heard from 
more than 60 island residents on 
how affordable housing should be 
accomplished on Peaks Island. 
HomeSta rt w ill seek community 
input once the needs assessment 1s 
completed in January 2009, which will 
serve as a basis for that conversation 
and inform the dialogue. 
The sur.vey will oe distributed by 
mail ro every household on the island, 
beginning in early November. A 
second survey will be distributed to 
commuters who work on the island 
but live elsewhere. 
Respondents will be asked to 
complete one survey per household 
and to mail it back to a central 
location. Once the study is complete, a 
second public meeting will be held to 
present the findings. 
Prog ress reports on the study 
(including notes from the 
September 25 meeting) will be 
¼
osted on the HomcStart web page 
http:llpeaksisla11d_homestort.org). 
nnouncements will be posted on 
communi!}' bulletin boards and in 
TheSTAK. 
HomeStar t would like ·to thank 
everyone who attended the meeting 
in September, and to invite you to 
participate in an on~going dialogue. If 
you have any qu~st1ons or comments, 
please contact Mary Terry, Casco Bay 
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YOGA FOR LIFE 
A yogic perspective on health 
and simple living 
BY R EBECCA JOHANNA STEPHANS 
{Ed. Note: This is the sixth in an on-going 
w-ies ofi nsJrUctional exerrius J"1s. Stephans 
bas designed far anyone intere,ted in 
p_racticinK yoga. These e:arcisa art designed 
for peopfi al all /roe/, of proficiency.} 
Author~ note: If you war,/ to build a yoga 
practice, pl,a.se sfarf with the suggestions m 
the June 2008 ismennd add as Wt go along. 
One of t he most famous and most 
feared of t he yoga postures is the 
headstand. There is real foundation for 
both the fame and the fear. Ask folks 
what t hey pic ture when they think 
of yo_ga practice, and most will either 
imagme someone contorted like a pretzel 
or standing on her head. Indeed, in some 
yoga styles the main focus is to prepare 
; 
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the body for practicing a headstand, and 
this is accomplished in a beginner class! 
And unfortunately, it is true that many 
yoga injuries arc tlie result of improper or 
prolonged holding of the headstand. 
There is mucli debate about how to 
safely practice headstands, and whether 
they are essential to a complete yoga 
practice. I weigh in on t!ie side of 
caution and do not teach headstands in 
~ g roup class because of safety concerns. 
Kowever, I do consid er inversio n 
postures to be essential to a complete 
practice. H appily there a re many 
wa)'S to turn one's body UP.Side down 
without standing on one's head. T his 
is good news because there are many 
contraindications for the more intense 
inversion postures, such as high blood 
pressure, certain conditions ofrhe eyes, 
menstruation, and neck injuries. 
P hysiologically, the benefits of 
inversion poses are improved circulation, 
elimination of toxins - especially from 
the lower body, increased core strength, 
and increased oxygen and energy flow 
to the face, e_yes and brain. Also, there 
is some relief si.mply from reversing the 
gravitational pun on the whole liody, 
especially the abdominal organs. Many 
of the abdominal organs arc attached 
by connective tissue to the diaphragm 
muscle, and when we invert die boa r, 
these organs rest into the diapruagm as ,f 
nestling mto a hammock. 
Inversion poses are esl'!'cially vital for 
folks who spend much of the day seated 
or standine; still. SedentaC)'jobs and work 
that requires long pcrioos of stand ing 
both compromise die circulatory system 
and can lead to p roblems with die low 
back, legs and feet . Even if you a re in 
motion, being on your feet all day is 
stressful for the lower bo dy. When l 
worked full time as a massage therapist, 
I got upside down twice a clay - at my 
lunch break and at the end of the day. 
T he emotional rewards of inversion 
poses are also profound. One primary 
benefit is overcoming fear; practicing 
inversion poses is very empowering. 
Another is to break out of patterned war.s 
of thinking and perceiving one's life 
experiences and form a fresh perspective. 
When someone is stuck in a challenging 
situation and cannot see any resolu11on, 
l generally recom mend getti ng upside 
down while holding the q_uestion to see 
if some new insilUlt 1s possible. Inversion 
postu res are also recommended for 
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relieving the symptoms of depression. 
I often refer to inversion postures as 
"at tit ude adjuste rs . When I guide 
inversion postures in class1 the sliift in 
the energy in the room is palpable. 
There are th rec basic ways to become 
inverted: lift your legs above your heart, 
lower y our head below your heut, or 
both. inversion postures can be gently 
restorative, moderatelr. cha llengi ng 
o r intensely vigorous. T h e simples t 
inversion postures are to simply sit in a 
chair and lean forward, and to lie down 
on the floor with your legs up. on a chair. 
T hese two posrures were offered in my 
fi rst column in June. Downward facing 
dog pose Qu.ly column) is in the moderate 
category. 
Full mversion poses require both arm 
and abdominal strength and a complete 
warm-up is recommended prior to 
practicing inversion postures . My 
preference for intense inversion, both in 
my personal practice and in my teaching, 
is towards postu res that do not put any 
weight on the head. One preparatory 
pose, three full inversion postures ana 
one restorative pose arc offered below. 
Intention: Begin your practice with a moment of stillness in which you affirm your intent ion to practice with compassion and mindfulness. .•....•. , .. "'  . .· .
_, . . . . - it· 
'* . ' . ; -i,'.1 
' .. ~- . . ·.·_~_ . ·-. . ~-, r ;.~~ Plank pose Start in table pose and then walk your hands out in front of your shoulders a bit.Tuck your toes under and lift your knees. Straightenoutyourlegsandbringyourhipsintoadiagonallinebetweenyourshouldersandyourheels.Engageby 
elongatingyourbodyfromthecrownofyourhead toyourheelsandgentlycontractingabdomenandbuttocks.Formorearm 
strengthening,bendyourelbowsandlowerdownalmosttothefloor,keepingyourelbowsclosetoyourribcage.Pressupand 
down slowly several times. 
Half Shoulder stand 
Liedownonyourbackwithyourlegscurled in towardsyourtorso.Rockforwardandbackafewtimesuntilyoucanswingyourhipsupoffthe 
floorandcatch theminyourhands.Youcanalsobeginlyingdownwithyourfeetagainstawall,andpushintothewalltoliftyourhips.Tuck 
your elbows in close to your rib cage and distribute your weight evenly along your upper arms. As your hips sit into the support of your hands, 
lift your legs up towards the ceiling to engage and lighten up. Hold the posture for as long as your strength allows. To release, bend your knees 
towards your forehead, tuck your chin and roll out lie still for a moment to integrate. 
• 
Arm Balance 
Start in table position facing a wall. Rest onto your forearms with elbows at shoulder width, fingers interlaced and knuckles just an inch or two 
fromthewall.Tuckyourtoesunderandliftyourkneescomingintoamodifieddownwarddogpose.Giveafewpracticekickswithonefoot,while 
swinging the other leg straight up towards the ceiling. Thinking about lifting up rather than towards the wall will greatly improve your form, your 
safety, and your satisfaction in the posture. Rest your feet lightly on the wall, lift strongly through your core while pressing your arms down toward 
thematandbreatheevenly.Hold foras longasyourstrengthallowsandthenreleasewithcontrol.Sitforamomenttointegrate. 
LStand (orlnvertedHalfDownwardDog) 
Start in table position facing away from the wall with your toes right at the base of the wall. lift your knees into a high downward facing dog 
pose. Step one foot up onto the wall at about the level of your hips. Step the other foot up. Straighten out your legs while lifting strongly 
through your belly and hips. Gaze back towards the wall. Keep your breath slow and full. Optional variation: lift one leg at a time and stretch 
towards the ceiling. Hold for as long as your strength allows and then step down. Sit for a momenttointegrate. 
Pause: 
Liedownwithyourlegsupthewallandrest.Closeyoureyes,breathslowlyandfeeltheeffectsofyourmovements.Givethanksfor 
your practice and ask that it enhance your well-being. 
Rebecca Johanna Stephans, Kripalu Certified Yoga Teacher since 1994, has 21 years experience in the healing arts. 
-· 
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For the love of Peaks! 
AN INTERVIEW WITH RUSS EDWARDS 
BY F RAN HOUSTON 
Russ Edwards: Well, I was first 
e!'Posed to Peaks when I got out of 
the service, and I had my captain's 
license at the time and I went to work 
for Casco Bay Lines. That was 1957, 
1 think, maybe '58, '57 or '58. Then 
I got to know all of the islands and 
a fot of people on the islands when I 
worked there. It wasn't until '69 that 
we bought this house, and we bought 
,t as a summer cottage. 
and they alw~ys had the air 
pressure. And tne engine would 
run on compressed air as long 
as you fed it air, so you always 
knew that they coulii reverse 1t, 
and ital ways started, too. 
It was an interestinJ?; boat. 
We had a rudder on eitner end, 
and as soon as _you docked the 
captain would put the wheel 
amids1!ip~ and you'd h~ve to 
put a pin ,n what was gomg (O 
be the new bow. You put a P.nl 
right down to hold die rudaer 
so it couldn't move1 and that's all you had to do. Tne engineer 
started the engine the other 
war. and r.ou went back and 
forth. Wei , you had to pull the 
pin out of the back one, see? 
Fran Houston: And how 
many ran a day? 
boy-but it was quiet. You 
didn't hear a sound when 
that steam engine was 
running, just the sound of 
the water. Really nice ro, 
you know, run on. 
Then they had two steel 
boats, the one was the 
Abenaki . The other was 
the Emita II, and one or 
both of them had theater 
seating down below. They 
bougfit these chairs out 
of an old theater and put 
them down there. You had 
to c~a wl over everybody to 
get 111 a seat. lt was JUSt 
like being at the movies, 
so-
FH: Really cozy. 
RE: Yes and they were 
built by Blount :Marine 
in I guess, '69. Peter 
McLaughlin, in '69, Peter 
McLau_ghlin had owned 
Casco Bay Lines, didn't 
he' 
Shirley Edwards: Yes, 
he did. 
The car ferry was the Berkeley 
which was a boat that never turne~ 
around. 1t had a mirrored pilot house, 
and it had a huge make- or-break 
engine - a diesel engine down there 
with an engineer, and the engineer 
would just throw the cam shaft in 
the - he'd tluow a lever and it would 
make the ei:igine run in the opP,ositc 
direction. Had pro_pellers on both 
ends that turned an the time, and 
when he came in - he didn't have 
a neutral. When it came in, they'd 
shut it off. It would be perfectly siient 
and you'd be going towards the pier 
- they stasted ,t with compressed air 
RE: V\le had - I think we still 
had the three morning boats 
that we have now. We had a 
10:00 - I know we had a 10:00 
and a 2:00, but I'm not sure 
whether we had a noon boat at 
all. And then we had a 3:00 in 
the afternoon and then 4:30, 
5:30and- Ru$$ and Sbirler Edwards 
FH So it wasn't that much 
different. 
RE: No it wasn't rhat much 
different. They've always had enough 
~ople. out here to support that kind 
of service. 
And they could take a car on the 
deck of the Abenakii-1 think - on the 
forward deck, _yes. ;:,o the boats we 
had were the Gurnet, which was a 
steamboat, which had been converted 
to diesel wh ich still re<juired an 
engineer. Vve had the Sabino, which 
photo by Fran Houston 
was and still is a steamboat. It now 
be longs to the Mystic Marine 
Museum down in Connecticut. And 
it runs on the river down there, takes 
excursions. 
[lt] was a great, it was a wonderful 
boat to run. lt was independent. It 
would not always do what a boat is 
supP-osed to do. lt had this strange 
conl,gurat ion to its hull and it was 
very sensitive to currents. It would go 
almost as fast sideways as you were 
going ahead if you weren't careful, 
Have you lifled 011 Peaks far a long time? 
Do you have a Peaks lsla11d story to tell of 
memories {nm: childhood w that illmtrales 
why you 1ove living here? Please email or 
call Fran HtJuston. She has already heard 
s1Jt11t gnat slorits and sht wants to hear 
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Renova tt o n s 
a n d Construc t o n 
N 0 w p r 0 V • I d • I n g 
H 0 m e E n e r g y A u d 
. 
I t s 
and So I a r Hot Water Installations 
1 1 5 Island Av e nu e P e ak s I s l a nd , M E 0 4 108 
207. 766.5919 www.tjwh o me. c om 
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Blessing of the Beasts 
BY JERRY G ARMAN 
Animals seem to be an extension 
of our fami lies . It is not surprising 
that we own. approximately 170 
million "flufw scaly, winged or 
hairy" pets. hile it 1s impossible 
to ascertain the entire island pet 
population,. a representative ~ample 
was to receive special attention on 
Sunday,_ Oct.4. It was the celebration 
of St. ·1·rancis of Assisi, the patron 
saint of Italy, the environment, and 
more to the point, animals. 
In the Catholic calendar, October 
4 is the day the saint is honored 
with a feast, and the Blessing of the 
Beasts is a customary part of the 
celebration. 
This sunny morning 212 legs 
of a number of creatures made a 
pilgrima_ge to the little white church 
on the ITTII; 65 of these creatures 
had two legs and 20 had four legs. I 
attempted to pickup two dogs on 
the way to the service bm cou@ not 
entice them into my car (they were not 
church going dogs). 
The service began with the melodic 
hymn "God of fhe Sparrow, God of 
the Whale", followed by this pra~r: 
"God, our creator, help us love 
all creatures as k in, a ir animals 
as partners on Earth, all birds as 
messengers of praise, all minute 
beings as expressions of your 
mysterious design, and all frogs as 
voices of hope". · 
.Scripture read from Genesis that 
tal kecl about an imals being our 
companions, from Revelations about 
animals being around His throne, 
and from parts of a sermon of St. 
Francis "Peace, birds, Pe11ce", were all 
dedicated to "all creatures large and 
small". 
To the delight of _young and old, 
Dierdre Page read "Tne Blessing of the 
Beasts"by Ethel Pochocki. 
This book follows the 
spiritual journey_ of a she-
roach named "f•'rancesca 
and her friends Mart in 
the skunk and an ancient 
gentle circus. elephant 
as they too receive a warm 
welcome into the "circle of 
life", and are blessed. 
Rev. Desi Larson 
individua lly blessed each 
animal with the hope 
for a long life, _good hearth 
and a happy lfome. This 
included two rabbits (Fluffy 
and Clover), two guinea 
Rigs (Orange and Vio1et), 15 
clogs, and a cat who left the 
group and decided to observe 
the ceremony from behind a 
stone wall. · 
Hopefully, those pets 
not present and all the 
wj]d island animals on the 
island (19 deer, two beavers, 
two families of mink, 
a family of raccoons, 
innumerable rats, mice, 
voles, song birds, crows{ 
cormorants and sea_gulls1 
heard the Children's 
Choir rendering of Bill Staines' 
"A place in the Choir": 
"All God's creatures got a place in 
the choir, 
"Some sing low, some sing higher: 
~Some sing loud on the telephone 
wtte, 
"Some just clap their hands~ their 
paws, or anything they got now. 
As we finisheo the fast verse and 
chorus, Buster the Great Dane 
barked three times, and the service 
concluded. Everyone was invited 
to the Fellowship Hall afterward 
for refreshments, which included of 
course, animal crackers. 
DISTINCTIVE HOMES FOR DISCERNING PEOPLE 
~ !;land 
Realty 
KIRK GOODHUE ALYCE A. BAUERLE Jill KEEFE 
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anything@callpaulbri<lg ... com 
Online Work Orck!r / Quote Request a, 
www.caltpaulbridges.com 
CALL PAUL 






Welcomes Dr. Sarah Tasse! 
Dr. Tasse will be offering acupuncture 
and herbal medicine as well as 
alternative therapy for cancer treatments. 
192 Brackett Streot, Portland, ME 04102 
207-772-3385 www.portvet.no1 
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Peaks Island 
Council 
Three Year Term Vote for TWO 
C) Dervis, Kimberly A. 
11 0 B rackett Avenue · 
C) Richards, Michael 
19 Daniel Street 
C) Tiffany, Robert G. 
38 Centennial Street 
C) (Write-in) 
C) (Write- in) 
The image (above) is a distorted reproduction of the ballot many of you will fill out on Nov. 4. Here's your chanee to practice. 
We asked the candidates what they thought the council has been doing well, what it's done poorly, what tl1ey want to change and 




Kimberly Dervis said that what the 
Island Council does well is listen to the 
concerns of people in the community and 
try to address diem. 
She th.inks communication between 
the Island Council and the City Council 
needs to be imp roved. As an examP.le, 
she cited the explanation Councilor 
Donoghue gave for not attending PIC 
meetings, that the Island Counc il 
schedurc conflicted with meetings of 
t he City Council. "If that's the case " 
she asked, "why wasn't the schedule 
Mike Richards thinks the PIC has 
done a g reat job involving islanders 
in meetings and committees, citing 
the monthly public forums and public 
comment penods during its mcctrngs as 
examples. 
He is dissatisfied, however, with 
what he sees as the council's slow and 
inconsistent level of reporting to the 
community, because he feels that without 
immediate information the community 
loses interest. He said the last time he 
looked, the PIC bu lletin board was 
blank. "I didn't look today, which is 
indicative," be added. 
Rob Tiffany said that, on island issues, 
the PIC works wcU with the community, 
and in ge11ing information to tlie 
commumty ... It's a massive improvement 
over what used to be before the PIC 
existed," he said. 
He feds the PIC needs to improve its 
ability to negotiate with the City "where 
we've gone across and tried to deal with 
the City en masse". He says they've had 
some success in smaller sub-committees, 
and wants to meet at least four times a 
year with the City so that the councils 
can agree on how to work together. 
He said a major problem with issues 
such as parking fees, tran~ortation costs, 
property taxes, and CBITD subsidies is 
changed? If it's not the case, why is he not 
coming to meetings?" 
Her -biggest concern is the Island 
Council's apparem mis-communication 
with and lacl< of influence in the City 
Council. As a councilor, she said she 
would work to find out what the gap in 
communication is and fix it. "The city is 
not really listening to our concerns. The 
council is there to ~t islander's conc-crns 
dealt with, and ifthat's not h•pP.ening 
then we need to do something else." 
He said that as a councilor, he would 
serve on any committee, but is mainly 
interested in reducing the cost of living 
for Peaks Islanders. He said some of the 
councilors are fearful of asking the City 
for more than the $50,000 currently 
being offered, which he said is gross!), 
insufficient to meet islanders needs. • If 
the City is going to double our taxes, 
they should use die extra S2.S million to 
address parking issues." He said people 
encouraged his candidacy because tliey 
wanted the PIC to be more a~gressive 
with the city, "and that I can do. 
that the City says it d=n't have control 
in those areas. "During secession I heard 
it a lot - There's nothing we can do about 
that,"' he said. "'It ustd to drive me cnrLy."" 
In his next term, if re-elected, he plans 
to act as a liaison to the City Finance 
C ommittee. "That's my interest. If 
something comes up witli Peaks Island, 
l'f!l _gonna·QC thcrc,Ile says. 
He will also address communication 
and affordable living, with a major focus 
on educatin_g the City Council about 
island life. ·r swear l get the impression 
they see us as pctulanfkids in a sand box 





BY KEVIN ATTRA 
"Candidates' Nigjlt" was held this 
year on Thursday, Uct. 23 from 6:30 
Q_.m. to 9 J).m. at the newly named 
Douglas E. MacVane CommunitY. 
Center. The event was sponsorea 
by the Peaks Island Counci~ ,and 
chaired by PIC Chairman iv1ike 
Langella. 
By about 7:30 p.m., if ygu include 
the candidates sccki ng office on the 
Portland City Council, the Portland 
School Committee~plc Peaks Island 
Council and the rortland Water 
Distric~ the attendance peaked at 
around j5 people. 
Removed from the agenda were 
the candidates for three scats on 
the Casco Bay Transit District's 
board of directors, since all three 
(represent ing Little D iamond 
Island, Great Diamond Island, 
and Peaks Island) are cunning 
unopposed in that election. 
Each candidate bad three minutes 
to give an opening statement 
followed by a 15 mmute Q&A 
period from the audience. Answers 
were limited to t wo minutes, 
and then there were another two 
minutes for each of them to make a 
closing statement. 
When asked a direct question 
in front of a large audience, people 
tend to say a~solutcly nothmg and 
run over their allotted ume domg 
it. That's because vague ro:ncralities 
usually involve big words that take 
longer to pronounce than words 
like "y_es" or "no"; however, Chair 
Lang_ella wouldn't tolerate any ofit, 
a_nd the event ran smoothly and on 
time. 
Although there is not room to 
summarize all of the candidates 
positions, here arc some !:ugh.lights. 
In the race for City Council, at-
large candidat e Dory Waxman 
campaigned on affordable living 
and emphasized her "passion" for 
the city as a long-time resident and 
small business owner in Portland; 
Tina Smith ran on alternative 
transportation and job creation; 
Ed Suslovic referred us to his past 
experience on the C~ry Council and 
his current record as Mayor. 
They all agreed that tourism is 
the key to economic growth in 
Portland, and would implement a 
City sales rax ro help boost tourism 
revenues. They disagreed on how 
·gi:owtl1 should be acconwlishcd. 
When asked SP.CCifically how they 
would improve the island economy, 
Suslovic sa id affordable housing 
was needed, no doubt an oblique 
reference the HomeStart initiativesi 
\11/axman said eropertv taxes shoula 
be revisited - sometbing's wronz 
with the tax burden on tfie island ; 
Smith believed that cncourag_ing 
population growth would leac! to 
JOO creation, and felt t he fishing 
rndustry "can still be salvaged". 
School Committee candidate 
Liz Holton said she plans to bring 
respectabi lity and middle-class 
children back to the Portland school 
system· Ann Tre,,orrow said she was 
excited about the level of diversity 
in schools and wants to "push non-
traditional models". 
I'm afraid neither I nor my co-
reporter actually __ understood 
wnat the Portland ·water District 
candidates plan to do if elected, and 
in case you _get the impression that 
no one indi:1lgcd in meaningless 
rhe toric, you'n be hapey to ltnow 
they all plan to work on 'sustainable 
living" for an "affordable Portland", 
and c!on't intend to push people 
apart and foster "breakdowns in 
communication''. 
I hope that makes )'Our choices 
clear. :See you at the polls! 
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School Committe At, Large , 1 seat, 2 candidates, 5 year term 
Anna Trevorrow 
Both of my parents were teachers 
i n Maine public schools, so growing 
up, I was always surrouni:led by 
eaucation. I was able to attend1 for my high school years, a non·traaitional, 
democratically run school where the 
curriculum was entirely self-directed. 
This gave me a passion for r rogressive 
curriculum design, and am very 
excited about educational models such as 
Expeditionary Learning1 that are going on m Portlani:I Public Schools. I see this 
rype of curriculum as a way to meet all 
the fundamentals of a more traditional 
education, but in a way that is more 
engaging for the student, and P.repares 
stui:lents to meet the world outsicle of the 
classroom. 
l.\'!Y qualificat ions include a B.A. 
in English from USM, four years of 
banking_exp_erience working for Norway 
SavingsBank, and continueil professional 
education at the Northern New England 
Center for Financial Training. In my 
current position as a Customer Service 
Representative at Norway Savings Bank 
in the Old Port, my wotk emails opening 
new accounts. consumer lending, ancl 
general customer service. My recent 
volunteering p.!_aj~cts include teaching 
a class at the STKJVE school for _Y.Oung 
adults with developmental disabilities, 
and taking part in the citizen group 
initiative to save 10 of Portland's polling 
places from closing. 
If elected, my areas of interest include 
increasing oversight of School Budget 
management, while lobbying at the state 
level for needed funding; supporting 
further develoement of programs 
such as Expeditionary Learning and 
other progressive educational models; 
investigaung the socio-economic make-
up of .l'ortland Schools and making sure 
we arc meeting the needs of minority 
students; and investing in Green 
building techniques to save on heating&. 
electricity costs. 
Authorized by Committee to Elect 
Anna Trevorrow 
POBox4422 




I live in East Deering with my husband 
and 3 children who attend Presumpscot, 
Moore and Deering, and I've been an 
involved parent since my eldest started 
kindergarten in 1998. Some of my past 
experience includes work on t he city's 
Comprehensive Plan, the state's school 
funding formula, Schools for Portland's 
Future study circles, the Fanii!}, Living 
Advisory Board, and t he EFTFl ana 
EFTF2 (Elementary Facilities Task 
Force). Currently, I am President of the 
Presumpscot PTO, and a member of 
both the Ocean Ave School Building 
Committee and the Facilities Task Force. 
In the spring l coach 718th grade girls for 
Back Bay Lacrosse. 
My decision to run for School 
Committee is based on the fantastic 
experience I have had as a parent, and 
I'd like to give back by applying some of 
the knowledge I have acquired over the 
years. My moti,•cs arc not political which 
,s why I am running as an !ndependem. 
As an involved parent of children who 
have thrived in a socio-economically 
diverse school, I have seen the benefits 
and challenges of such a community, and 
have been an ad,oOCate for disadvantaged 
youth. l have also seen the loss of midclle 
class families to the suburbs or private 
education. I hope to restore confidence 
and respect to the d istrict and plan 
to accomplish t hi s through greater 
communication and transparency, 
while working toward a new marketing 
strategy. B)' attracting &.milies back to 
Portland schools1 we increase our share of the state fu naing formula which in 
turn will help reinstate programming 
lost to cuts over the years. 
CBITD Board of Directors, 3 seats, 3 candidates, 3 year term {wewereunableroconrnctPatrickAynn,Pealcs Island) 
Matt Hoffner 
I am running for the Great 
Diamond Island ooard seat for Casco 
Bay Lines repfacin_g Rick Frantz who 
has been an excellent representative 
from the island for the last three years. 
Rick worked hard to do what was best 
for the entire island and was t imely 
and forthright in his communication 
regarding-CBL issues. I plan to 
continue nis communication style 
and wiU always put what is best for all 
residents ahead of any issue supported 
by any individual island association. 
'In terms of priorities, I feel that 
we need to reV1ew the cost structure 
associated with the operation of CBL 
looking for more innovative methods 
to control fuel costs, labor costs and 
hence manage the major variable 
!!~penses associated witli t he budget. 
We need to develop benchmarks on 
OP,erat ional performance a_gainst 
other ferrr. Imes in the U.S. and 
determine 1f we can learn from otl1ers 
and adopt best practices. 
Assuming that the hotel is bu ilt 
on GD!, die transportation needs of 
the island will change and we need 
to evaluate new service to meet the 
increased demand while balancing_ 
the fe rry and schedule needs oT 
all Casco Bay residents. Finally, 
I believe we need to improve tlie 
customer service attitude within the 
CBL organization. Although we 
have many great employees at the 
CBL1 t he attitude a few employees and tne lack of response ancf timely 
communication deg_rades the overall 
experience for all island owners and 
visitors. That needs to change. 
From a personal stand~mt, I have 
started tliree good sizeil businesses 
in Portland and I am currently the 
president of an internet job service 
organization. I understand business 
operations, fi nance and customer 
service issues and I look forward to 
sharing that experience to improve 
the operations at CBL and carry on 
the good work of Rick Frantz. If you 
have questions or comments,_please 
contact me at matthewhujfner@gmail. 
wm. 
Scott Johnson 
My name is Scott Johnson. I am 
married with one aaughtcr, and 
have been a sales representative with 
Anderson Windows for 20 years. 
There are several reasons that 1 want 
to join the CBITD board of directors, 
the first being that the Little 
Diamond 
Island community has once again 
asked me to represent them on t he 
board. I am fimshing up my second 
year of serving so I am already dialed 
rnto the current challe!!Jl:es and 
OP.Port unities facing CBITI.T. 
Personal!)'. I continue to be 
interested in the direction of CBITD 
simply for the appreciation of what 
the operation provides all of us who 
own pr<merty on the islands that are 
servicecf by Casco Bay Lines. Our 
family has had the pleasure of owning 
a summer cottage on Little Diamoncl 
Island since 1919 and my daug_hter, 
Hannah, represents t he 1·i fth 
generation. Casco Bay Lines is very 
much a part of our experience and it 1s 
a measure to serve on the board. 
During the summers of 1985 and 
1986 I worked as a deck hand. The 
experience allowed me to observe the 
behind the scenes action which has 
given me a greater appreciation of the 
l\ard work that goes mto making the 
operation work. 
A challenging business no doubt 
but there is no question in my mina 
that everyone associated witn Casco 
Bay Lines wants to provide the best 
service possible. Jf re-elected I look 
forwarcf to continue to listen to the 
issues of the customers and employees; 
review a ll the information pertment 
and _help to pr<?vidc the., lcade~ship 
requirecf to provide a qualny service at 
fair value. 
The issues that I am very interested 
in influencing include: providing the 
appropriate level of scheduled service 
at a fair price; addressi!)g current and 
future parking needs for year round 
residence, summer resii!ence and 
charter anil cruise customers; helping 
to support a sound budget and grow 
our clurter and cruise business and 
to help strengthen our brand by 
leveragmg the l\istory of service CBL 
has provided for over 135 years. 
City Council At, Large , 1 seat, 3 candidates, 3 year term 
( akhough all three candidates agreed co provide a statement to the paper, only one acrually did) 
TinaSmith 
My name is Tina Smith. I moved to 
Portland after receiving an honorable 
discharge from the U.S. Army in 2000. 
For years, I have organized community 
members around state and local issues 
and ha\'e s~rheaded several progressive 
successes addressingissuesofaccessibility 
to higher educatfon, protection against 
discrimination for LGBTQ Mainers
1 energy efficiency for land1ords ana 
renters, informed business growth for 
Maine communities, and investment in 
public transit. Recent!)•, I helped collect 
si~atures to keep all 16 polling locations 
in Portland open for this election. I 
am running to boost the local creative 
economy, make Portland and the entire 
region more commutable and create 
equal representation for all residents 
w1thin decision-making bodies. 
In regards to the local economy, I feel 
we should increase our support and 
promotion of the Buy Local campaign, 
"Tina has long been a 
strong leader in making 
our city a better place. I'm 
inspired by her vision for 
new transportation choices 
and creative economic 
development." 
Christian McNeil, Co-chair 
of ME Bile/Ped Committee 
grow our support for local farmers and 
our local fish ing industry and boost 
opportunities for artists and musicians to 
flourish. 
Recently, I took part in the successful 
effort to remove the widenin_g__ c;,f 1-
295 from the top of the PACTS-Hip;h-
Priority list and replace it with fundfog 
for a new ferry for the islands. I stana 
behind many of the recommendations 
of the Portland Peninsula Transit Study, 
which suggests ways to improve our 
infrastructure to make commuting more 
safe, accessible and convenient. 
I believe all legal residents of Portland 
should be alfowcd to participate 
in the decision-making process. 
Our communitv will be stronger 
once everyone's voice is heard. As a 
communiry, we must be more inclusive 
and our decision-making bodies need 
to become more reflective of the people 
living in Portland. 
I can be reached at 615-9760, or bye-
mail heaco11.forchange@g111ail.com; visit me 
at wtetinasmithfarihange.«»n 
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COULD BE BETTER, a syndicated feature puzzle 
ACROSS 
1- Yonder yacht 
4- Pole thrown by Scotish athletes 
9- Congo, once 
14- Prom duds 
15- lvlartini garnish 
16- Result 
17- Candle count 
18-Subdued 
19-Tobeofuse . 
20- Expressing commendation 
23- Soprano Lily ,, 
24- "... the cows come home 
25- Sister ofVenus 
28- ~anish dessert 
30- DD E's predecessor 
33- L:µge wading bird 







43- Sigmund's daughter 
44- Retract 
45- Actor Erwin 
46- Paltry, 
47- Worlilliness 
54- N Atlantic archipelago 
55- Assume as fact 
56- Comic Philips 
57-0ver 
58- Narrow mountain ridge 
59- Gun
1 
as an engine 
60-Venas 
61- Nostrils 





Thanks to the following people 
who volunteered their time and 
talent to produce this issue: Mike 
Richards, Justin Palmer, Chris 
Hoppin, Fran Houston, Art Astarita, 
Rebecca Stephans, Jamie Hogan, 
Jerry Garman, Cynthia Mollus, 
Mark Shain, Craig Davis, Irene 
Schensted, and Mary Lou Wendell. 
Special thanks go to Jack Shallow for 
production software. 
The Island Times is on°line, thanks 
mostly to [he work of Pa[ Kelly. Please 




3- Corp. VIP briefly 
4- Person without a title 
5- Female graduate 
6- Seizes with teeth 
7-Uniform 
8- Comic Foxx 
9- Cytokinin occurring in corn 
10-Smith's block 




22- Pong maker 
25-Row 
26- Els with tees 
27- Ran swiftly 
28- Plants 
29- Ground 
30- Old Testament book 
31- Gannet 
32- Rendezvous 
34- Traditional prayer ending 
35- Melodious 
37- Affectation of sophisticates 
38- Performs surgery 





48- Like some vaccines 
49- Duration 
50- When ~aid three times, a 1970 
war movie 
51- Ablewas_ ... 
52- Predictive sign 
53- PBS science series 








Tuesdays· shop for groceries before 11:30am 
and they will be delivered by Casco Bay Lines 
to Peaks Island that afternoon! 
for more 1nformah0f1 l11qvire at ro,es.t .Ave Hannaford 
or call 761·5965. Norm>! boat,_. app1,es. 
4 5 6 7 8 
15 
18 
SOLUTION TO LAST MONTH'S PUZZLE 
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Tlifillk~ciiVin t:, (lim5peoj g 
Thursday, Novemrer 27th from 12:00 -9:00pm 
Pfservatxr6 being accepted. u 207.766.5100. $12.95 per person. 
33 ISiand A'ffllUe. Pms lllland 
l'l)one; 207.786.5100 
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November 2008 Sky 
The November rains fall cold 
and hard, wind-whipped from 
the Northwest, just ahead of the 
annual ice-age we call winter. We 
can endure a few months of snow, 
knowing we'll warm up eventually, 
but 20,000 years ago Maine was 
covered with mile-thick ice d1atslowly 
melted allowing life to rerurn to the 
northland. 
Vve've_ actually got it p,retty 
good nght now, as we enJOY a 
6rief warm 8eriod between major 
ice ages 1 0 000 years apart. 
Similarly, the Sun's energy output 
rises and falls in 11-year cycles. T he 
Sun is rather dormant now1 but it 
will awaken in a r.ear or so, ano in five 
years it will reach "solar maximum" 
and warm the globe even more. 
The Earth and Sun: 
Earth's pole is tilted a whopping 
23° relative to its orbital plane arouna 
the sun, and that tilt is Independent 
of where Earth is in the orbit, so the 
North Pole always points toward 
the North Star. At this point, 
the pole is approaching an an.e;le 
directly away from the Sun, whicfi it 
will reach only three weeks after 
month's end. 
The Sun rises late, rolls over the 
horizon, never_gets up very high, 
and sets early. The slanted sunrays 
glance off tf1e ed.e;es of the earth, 
and Maine's globarposition l1alf-way 
between the equator and the pole, 
when added to the tilt which pushes 
Earth over half-again, leaves us in the 
cold. 
Lucky for us, Earth is now 
also approaching perihelion, its 
closest point to The Sun. Earth's 
orbital ellipse is minor compared 
to other wild swin_gers in the 
universe, but it still orings Earth 
4 million miles nearer the Sun 
now than it was in June, enough to 
moderate our winters (and summers) 
to tolerable levels. 
Earth spins counter-clockwise, but 
like a toy top as it slows down, the 
pole moves tn a clockwise rotation 
called precession. It's imperceP-tibly 
slow, but in 13 000 years the North 
Pole will be both tipped toward 
and closer to the sun 10 summer, 
and it will be both t ipped away 
and further away from the sun in 
winter, causing wilder temperature 
swings and thus stronger storms. 
The Planets: 
Our neighboring planets are 
scattered around tlte Sun some 
ahead of us in their orbits (Mercury 
and Saturn, in the morning to the 
cast) and some behind us (Venus 
and fuP.i ter, in the evening to the 
west . Mercury is so small and so 
near the Sun its hard to find within 
the short window of opportunity 
it permits, and it ducks out of sight 
entirely by mid-month. You can see 
it close up on the internet, because 
the Messenger satellite is circling 
Merc\UY, taki!}.11; pictures and beaming 
them back to earth. 
Saturn is still a few months 
ahead of us but can be dimly seen 
now _higher in the pre-dawn sky, 
its rmgs nearly edge-on to us. 
It's be,n..e; circled by the Cassin i 
spacecraft which is now exploring the 
gevserson Enceladus, an icy moon that 
liclps shepherd the rings around 
Saturn. 
Venus is getting ridiculously bright1 west over the cape after sunset, ana 
it will continue to grow throup;hout 
the month, as if approacnes a 
dazzling rendezvous with lupiter 
at month's end-they wilf be so 
close iliey'll look like headlights in 
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the ,s~, barely one finger apart at 
arms length. 
Talk abou t dancing with the 
stars, how about waltzing with the 
planets: Jupiter is now row in the 
south after clusk - about the same 
posi tion as the bri.e;ht star Sirius 
before dawn, just below Orion, after 
the world has turn half way around. 
lupiter is much bigg,er than 
Venus, of course, but it s much, 
much further away, and will lool< 
pale next our sister planet whose 
cloud-cops are unusually rehective, 
es_f!ecialfy when the sunlight skips 
otl them at a shallow angle as she 
'!])proaches qµadratu re next month. 
During the 'first and last few days 
of the month the crescent moon 
will pass the pair, first when they're 
aparf, and last when they're together. 
The Calendar 
Nov. 1- Sunrise is at 7:16 a.m. 
and sunset is at 5:32 p.m. Daylight 
Saving Time ends at 2 a.m. 
tomorrow (Sunday), so turn your 
clocks back an hour before you hit 
the ha,y tonight. We' ll now have 
more light in the morning, and less 
in the evening - the better to see 
the stars at mght (in astronomy, 
things are alwayslooking up). 
Nov. 2- The Moon's at apo~, away 
from Earth, so tides are calming. 
The next two weeks Vesta tfie 
brightest asteroid is in the southeast 
sk_y late at night. It's "the size 
or Arizona" and in 3 years the 
Dawn spacecraft will approach 
it and send close-up photos back to 
Earth. 
Nov. 3- A small fat crescent Moon 
passes just below Jupiter in the 
south-southwest . 
Nov. 5- Neap tide today, running 
just 5.6 feet between high and low. 
Nov. 6- First-~ar ter Moon is 
high at sunset. The next week 
is oest for moon-gazing as the 
Moon waxes gibbous. 
Nov. 13- Full "Beaver" (or "Frosty") 
l\1oon rises at 4:12 p.m., so those 
on the 4:30 boat home can see it 
rising out of Casco Bay. Moonset 
is at 7:11 a.m., so those on the 
7:15 boat to town can watch it set 
over the city. It will wash out the 
star-J(32ing tonig~t, but it provides 
good1ight for walking. 
Nov. 14- The Moon's at perigee, 
close to Earth, so tides are ouildfog. 
In fact the highest this month ,s 
at 11:02 a.m. today, and the lowest 
tide this month 1s at 5:31 p.m., 
the water falling 13.2 feet between 
them. 
Nov. _19- Last-quarter Moon is high 
at sunnse. 
Nov. 21- A waning crescent Moon 
is near Saturn tomght <not really, 
of course,just in our line of sight). 
Nov. 27- The New Moon's 
at a_pogec. It's on the same side 
of Earth as the Sun is today, 
so rher. rise and fall together, 
but the Sun blinds us to the nearby 
Moon. 
Nov. 30- A thin crescen t Moon 
hangs below J upiter and Venus, 
but tomorrow it will sit above 
them. Sunrise is at 6:53 a.m., 
and sunset is at 4:05 p.m.,_givin_g us 
barely more than 9 hours otsunhght, 
but we're only a few weeks from 
the winter solstice, when the Sun 
will stop and head North again. 
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Sign, sign everywhere a sign 
Blocking out the scenery breaking my mind* 
BY ART ASTARITA 
Peg and I just got back from a trip _t_o 
cele6rate her daa's 80th birthday. We 
flew down south and drove to a family 
gathering near Hot Springs1 Arkansas. If you've ever been driving aown there" 
on the interstate, it's impossible 10 miss 
g_as stations, a bathroom or a place to eat. 
The signs tower hundreds offeet into the 
air, their lights stretching for miles. In 
contrast, one can exlt 
the h ighway in New 
Englana and drive for 
(wliat seems) miles for 
a bathroom without 
the hint ofa sign 
This brings to mind 
the latest attempt of 
fixing permanent road 
signs at intersections 
on the Islands. 
Granted this is at a 
different scale and 
purpose than highway 
billboards but possibly 
more important 
for supplymg vital 
information. ln the 
past, there have been 
futile attempts to 
install road signs, at 
least on Peaks - how 
about your island? 
Inevitably road signs disappear. Well, 
it's happening ~aio. A gooo example of 
wastea taxpayers moneyout in the end it 
may cost more than money. 
AU towns throughout the couotrY. 
are required to comply with the Federal 
Communication Commiss ion's 
Emergency 911 Service Enabling Act 32 
of 191)6, and lately, its' 1999 amendment 
which requires com munities to 
mrade their response capabilicy to the 
Ennanced 911 (E911) service level. E911 
is a more precise tool for 911 services/ 
publicsafetyansweringpoints (PSAP) to 
use. (Ed. Note: PSAP 1s a ridiculous bit 
of government-speak 
that you can remember 
as the Person who 
Sits there Answering 
the Phone, which we 
will hereinafter call 
the "dispatcher"]. 
E911 provides the 
dispatcher with caller 
identification and 
location, which helps 
emergency personnel 
re~pond to 911 calls. 
Have you ever 
real!)'. looked at your 
land-line phone bill? 
Users have been 
paying for E911 for 
some time now. It 
is directly linked to 
our roads and house 
numbers It enables 
responders to act 
efficientfy. However, if there are no 
road signs or house numbers efficiencr. 
is compromised. Arguably, if federal 
Art: Policies and Perceptions 
BY JAMIE HOGAN 
A recent e-mail message from 
a neighbor about the presidential 
candiaatcs' art policies s tood out in 
the swarm of political propoganda 
that swamps me daily. Attached were 
two documents from ArtsVote2008, a 
P.rogtam of the American for the Arts 
Action Fund, an organization whose 
bum.i:1er sticKer reads: "The Less 
Art Kids Get The More It Shows." 
They ~aim _that young people who 
paruc,pate rn the arts for at least 
nine hours a week for a year are "4 
times more likely to be recognized 
for academic adiievemem, 4' t imes 
more likely to participate in a math or 
science fair, 3 fimes more likely to win 
an award for school attendance." 
In short arts education strengthens 
and broadens a student's c reativity 
and ability to solve problems, think 
critically, while adding meaning and 
identity to their role JO the world. I 
KNEW it! 
A_ c_hart comparing the candidates' 
1i.OS1t1ons shows an JOstant contrast. 
lloth Obama and McCain have 
met and discussed their art policies 
with the Americans for tl-ie Arts 
Ac6oo Fund, and made statements 
on federal SUP.port of arts education. 
Only Obama lias published his policy 
prof!osals for the arts, including it in 
the Democratic party platform, and 
has a pro-arts Congressional record. 
He cO-SP,Onsored die Artist-Museum 
Partnership Act, which amends the 
Internal Revenue Code to allow artists 
to deduct the fair market value of their 
work, rather than just the costs of the 
materials, when tney make charitable 
contributions. I am asked frequently 
to donate art for fuodraisiog, so this 
adds a critical financial incentive to 
the often thankless act of giving away 
myart. 
Obama released his_ platform in 
support of the arts in February this 
year. The Boston Globe noted the 
embedded quote from poet Dana 
Gioia, chairman of the National 
Endowment of the Arts, "The 
purpose of arts education in not to 
produce.more artists, though that is a 
byproduct. The real purpose of an arts 
eoucation is to create complete human 
beings capable of leadin.e; successful 
and productive lives in a free society." 
Michael Chabon, award· winnJOg 
author and member of the Obama 
Arts Policy Committee echos this. 
"Our children need rehearsal space 
and tempera paint and bass violins, 
teachers and tap-shoes; 
they_ need constant 
passionate expo~u~e 
to the great artistic 
h eritage of their 
P,eople, so that even if 
they don't grow up to 
be artists tnemsefves, 
they will have been 
blessed, with the 
artist's gift for seeing 
the possible in the 
imP,ossible, t he fellow 
soul oo the other side 





schools and arts 
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creatin,,g an "Artists 




importance of arts 
education, supporting 




talent, eosur10g tax 
fairness for artists, 
and providing healt!i 
care to artists. That one's a zinger in 
my world. J know so many creators 
who have taken unrelated jobs purely 
for the health coverage benefits, 
including an artist whose paintings 
h~o_g at tlie Portland Museum of A.rt. 
McCain, on the other hand, has 
voted to cut funding or terminate the 
National Endowment for the Arts. 
I've heard about his Spending Freeze 
with an exception for the military. 
He P,robablY, has other exceptions JO 
mina, but I aoubt they involve art. 
While I sort this out, another 
relevant volley arrives in my inbox 
from Benjamin Krevolin, president of 
or state reimbursement is necessary 
for a town to recover from a d isaster, 
compliance to these regulations may be 
im_l)ortant to qualify for compensation. 
Have you ever med to give directions 
to someone without knowing the road 
names? You've been there many times, 
but you don't use the road names to get 
there, so how do.you~ive directions? 
Have you ever called for an emergency 
response? W hen you arc in need, waitir,g 
for ncle, whether foe, police or an EMT, 
it can feel like an eternity. Possibly you 
can give accurate directions under duress 
to someone who is not familiar with your 
neighborhood, but then again, maybe 
not. 
During the summer 
we have plenty of 
short-time residents. 
People on vacation are 
lucliy if they can $ive 
someone dlrecuoos 
to the place they are 
renting. The day-
trippers know to call 
911 in an emergency 
that is
1 
if their cell 
p~one nas reception. 
New members of our 
emergency response 
teams may not be 
familiar with all 
the locations on the 
island. Older, long· 
time residents may 
become less active and 
therefore may be less 
familiar to our newer 
resJ>OOders as well. Remember, the 911 
PSAP (dispatcher) is on the mainland 
and will not know which "dirt road" or 
whose house the caller is referring to in 
guid_iog emergency personnel to the 
focat1on. 
Perhaps your island has created a 
Citizens Emergency Response Team 
(CERT). Peaks 1sland has had a CERT 
grou.!>Jor approximately 4 years. The 
CERT program educates people about 
disaster preparedness for hazards in their 
area ana trains them in basic disaster 
response skills such as fire safety, light 
se-arch and rescue, team organization, 
and disaster medical operauons. Using 
training learned in the classroom anil 
during exercises, CERT members can 
assist others in their neighborhood or 
work place following an 
event when professional 
responders are not 
immediately available 
10 help. It helps to 
have local citizens who 
know the neighbors, 
but you cannot be 
assured each of them 
knows everyone, so 
there is a value to 
have street signs and 
house numbers posted 
to direct responders 
efficiently. 
Knowing where 
you're going is a noble 
goal in_ cvcryoay life and 
sometimes, when you 
are not exactly sure, it's 
nice to have a few sigos 
to help guide the way. 
• Foryou triv ia huffs, l)'ritS or, from th, 
1970 Fiw: Man Electrical Band. 
the Dutchess County Ans Council in I put this belief in arts' imP,act 
Poughkeepsie, about the Art Mom. into effect recentlx at King_ Miadle 
While "Amy the Art Mom has not School. Last year, t hey had Toe funds 
materialized into real life yet in the to hire a visiting artist to help students 
manner of Joe the Plumber, she is out wit h a self-portrait project. This 
there." year, they_got me to do it for free. I 
Hey that's ME! As an illustrator assisted Mr. Miranda's math class in 
art s~ool adjunct, and volunteer! a session with paper, pencil, mirrors, 
advocate of art in public schools, I and a discussion of pro~rtion. I tola 
relate. Amy the Art Mom " knows them drawing a portrait of you~self 
-.-
111 
,s an act of observation, reflecnon, 
calculation, and self-awareness. I also 
showed books on Vincent Van Gogh 
and Frida Kahlo, two artists famous 
for their searching self-por traits, 
because a drawing is more than a sum 
of pro_portioos, ifs also a visual story 
of self." 
that 45% of t he world's salar ies 
are paid to people in the creative 
indusuies. Slie k.tiows more and more 
admissions officers at colleges and 
human resourse professionals seek out 
applicants who liave arts experience in 
their background. Amy the A.rt Mom 
knows that creativi~ and innovation 
give _America tlic competitive 
edge tn the global economy ... and 
Amy knows t hat the arts have a 
humanizing effect on her children 
- when pamcipating in the arts, she 
sees them more engaJ(ed and curious 
3cbimt _th_c J"orld ana all the people 
livtngJ01t. 
The students will pair their self· 
P,Ortrair with a portrait of a leader 
they are rescarcbiog. as _part of an 
expeditionary unit called Lead On. I 
am heartencil by the opportunity for 
King students to draw themselves, 
imagin ing parallels of identity, 
perliaps picturing themselves as 
leaders, and drawing their own 
conclusions. 
The chance to draw conclusions is 
all over the walls at Maine College 
of Art. In coordination with tlie 
American Institute of the Graphic 
Arts, a series of posters that ask 
viewers to vote is on display at the 
college. This exhibit is part ofAIGA's 
Design for Democracy initiative 
featuring a selection of nonpartisan 
posters created by AIGA designers 
to inspire the American public to 
partic ipate in the electoral process 
and vote in November. The posters 
have been hung in the windows of 
storefronts, restaurants, dormitories1 
laundromats and elsewhere arouna 
the country. 
Io a design by Jeremy Shellhorn 
(above left), a photograph of 
Arliniton CemetefY shows the word 
"vote in the clouds above. So many 
thin~ come to mind: voting for war? 
voting is patriotic? sacrifices for the 
freedom to vote? 
Another .Poster shows two shapes 
that read like red, white and blue 
band-aids along_sji!e text that says 
Heal Vote 08. -Will this election 
bring us together? It can if we have 
vision. Art is a lways useful for a 
bigge_r picture>-for_ askioJ; io:iportant 
quest100s ;nd 11npJOg refTect1ons that 
we otherwise cant see. 
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to study the taxi idea for the council, 
said the committee was reluctant to do 
so without assurance from the PIC that 
it would fund the service, This became 
a chicken-or-egg debate when council 
members pointccl out that a purpose of 
Ka,hy Schneider was elecred Secretary 
of the PIC at the Special Meering 
Wednesday Oct. 8 
the committee was to determine whether 
a taxi service would be an appropriate use 
of the fund. 
Councilor Lynne Richard added 
that the majority of people at the public 
forum on Saturday, Oct. 18, did not 
want the discretionary fund spent on a 
taxi service, and recommended that the 
council consider funding it with other 
money; however, Councifor Tom Bohan 
noted that onJy around 30 people had 
anended the Oct, 18 meeting, and said 
he was "uncomfortable lening a small 
se_g__ment of the population determi ne 
PICp01icf.. 
Councilor Elizabeth Stout added 
that she thought the audience merelr. 
had 9uest ions about the project, and 
said questions from the public did not 
necessarily mean they didn't support 
it". She also challenged an assumption 
apparently being made by some people 
that creating a taxi service would lead to 
less traffic on the island. 
Although the conflict over whether 
the ad hoc committee should research 
the project was never fully resolved, 
the council decided that developing a 
taxi service would require two years 
of research, and should be designed as 
an independent, non-profit entity. In 
the end, the issue was tabled for future 
discussion. 
In other business, Councilor Bob 
Hurley is working with Captain 
Pendleton of the Portland Fire 
Department to resolve the problem of 
transporung emergency pauents to the 
Cavallaro ITre boat using the foot ramp 
at the public dock, especially during 
extreme low tides when the slope of the 
ramp is apparently as steep as a water 
slide at Funtown/Splashtown. 
This winter the department will have 
a new rescue boat in OJ?Cration that, it is 
hoped, will be able to clock at the Forest 
City ferry boat landing, but "there were 
some people at the meeting - you could 
sense their frustration - who wanted 
things to go faster," Said Chair Langella. 
"It's dangerous," he added, comparing 
the si tuation to a ha,:ardous roail 
condition that doesn't get repaired until 
an accident happens. 
1 n regular session motions to form 
an ad lioc committee to study public 
transportation on Peaks Island, and 10 
define the duties of the Secretarr. were 
accepted. Kathleen Schneider was elected 
to tlie post at a SP.ecial meeting on Oct. 8. 
She was oot at ilie regular meeting, and 
the minutes were recorded by Councilor 
Srout and the Island Administrator. 
In response to information that the 
City allegedly cannot afford to pay 
for a sign renaming the Community 
Center 1n Doug MacVane's honor the 
council agreed to take it upon itself, and 
discussed the cost of commissioning a 
carved wooden sigl_l, When members of 
the audience said they preferred a more 
durable brass sign, the motion was table 
until costs could be obtained for that 
option. 
Chair Mike Langella also discussed his 
Enrichment 2008 program launched Oct. 1 
Week I, October 1 - Lobsrering andAquacukure taught by Timmy Flynn, Mark 
Green, Peter Bridgford,JakSoley, Pete Mayo&Tom Bergh 
"We have been lucky," said Tune Bergh, 
of the after school prog,:am, Enrichment 
2008, which she created with the bclp of 
59 members of the community to provide 
a hands-on learning experience aoout life 
on an island. 
The outdoor P,rogram depends on 
good weather, ana in the last few weeks 
the children have been able to sail on the 
Wendameen and studr__the animals you 
g~t in a lobster trap. T hey will spend 
November and December learning to 
swim, and thev'll be skiing this winter. 
Everyone wbo volunteered for one of 
the 4-liour, Wednesday afternoon classes 
has a special skill or knowledge that they 
share with the kjds. "BJ' asking them to 
do it once, I can get four hours out them," 
said June. 
Enrichment 2008 is for children in 
kindergarten through fifth grade. (K 
and 1st rders must oc accompanied by 
a parent. 
1t received $6,500 from the Peaks 
Island Fund in August, under the 
auspices of the Children's Workshop, 
wh ,ch June says has been very supl?.'?rtive. 
"I've got good organizational sk11ls1 but I coul<fn't have done this if I wasn t on 
Peaks Island." 
dissatisfaction in a meeting he had with 
Mayor Ed Suslovic earlier this month 
concerning the relationship between the 
PIC and tlie City Council He and other 
members of the PIC have expressed 
concern about how City Councilors 
respond to island issues, and feel t hat 
the protocols established by the City to 
work with the PIC are often disregardcd1 
wh ich are complaints that he wantecl 
to discuss at die Oct. 9 meeting, but 
according to Chair Langella the mayor 
left early due to a scheduling conflict. 
He said Mayor Suslovic acknowledged 
that there are problems in how the 
City Council has dealt with the PIC in 
the past, which the mayor said could 
be viewed as a glass half full or a glass 
half empty, anil which Mr. Langella 
inte~reted to mean the mayor wanted 
the PIC to build on what has been done 
right rather than focus oi1 what has been 
wrong. 
lo City Council chambers Monday Oct. 6, the Peaks Island Community Cenrer was 
renamed in honor of Douglas E. MacVane. lsland Councilor Lynne Richard spoke 
on behalf of tbt community. "He epitomized 'i.sland~ness' .. intelligent, tolerant, 
resourceful, observant, self .. ·reliant, quirky, generous, and friendly ... And so it is 
fining that the room where islanders hold their mu.tings would be named in honor 
of Doug. [He) spent many hours in that room, working hard for Peaks Islanders, 
contributing the.gift of his rime and liis wisdom. Wt are all better for haring known 
Doug." 




Thompson Johnson Woodworks 
A FREE workshop will be held that could save you 
hundreds this winter in energy bills! 
November 15th 
9 am@ the Peaks Island Children's Workshop 
Come learn some helpful hints on weatherizing your home from 
a Certified Energy Auditor 
A drawing will be held for I free home energy audit. 
(mll>I be pres,nt to •in) 
Fat mac iofoml>llOO plea.<e call PICW l!l 285-4 
Program sponso""' by Poah b land Childrtn'> Wod,oop 
staff pl,oto 
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Long Island School harvests a Maine meal 
STORY & PHOTOS BY KATIE NORTON 
The little red hen wou ld have been 
proud. On Monday, we picked the 
apples. On Tuesday we boiled and 
mashed them into applesauce and on 
Wednesday we ate tlie applesauce. We 
even shared it with fifty members of 
the Long Island community and special 
guest Jim Tasse, the Program Director 
of Healthy Casco Bay, a division of 
the Health and Human Services 
Department, when the Long Island 
school children hosted a Harvest Lunch
1 Oct. 7, with food grown and processca 
in Maine. 
The students were studying 
agriculture this year, and as a result 
of a grant from ·Healthy Casco Bay, 
culminated the study with a field trtp 
to Pineland Farm where they visited the 
ch icken barn and the pig pen, and got 
to pat the noses of the cows who gave 
them the cheese for the grilled cheese 
sandwiches they_ later served at the 
Harvest Lunch. Before heading home 
t hcv sto!)ped at Thompson's Apple 
Orchard ror apples, which they used to 
make two sweet dishes for tlie menu, 
apple crisp and applesauce. The children 
also filled half-peck bags to take home 
to their families. 
It was a school-wide effort. 
Kinder,gartcners Riley Johnson, Olan 
Rich, Julian LaMontagne, and Ella 
Anderson and first grader Madison 
Brown cranked out pink applesauce, 
sweetened with local raspberry honey. 
Paula Joh nson's third tb rough fiftb 
g rade dass chopped apples an<l mixed 
up oats, honey, flour and butter to 
make apple crisp. (The oats were the 
on.!r. ingredient at the lunch that did 
NOT come from Maine). The fust and 
second graders made maple ice cream 
on Tuesday. On Wednesday, Marci 
Train's entire K through second grade 
class chopped carrots and cabbage into 
an orange, green and purple confetti 
and then stirred in a local dressing to 
make coleslaw. The first through the 
fifth graders made the grilled cheese 
sandwiches, using t he cheese from 
Pineland Farm an<l bread made from 
local grains donated by Standard Baking 
Company. Mrs. Johnson's husbancl 
cauglit, cooked ano picked lobsters for 
a lobster stew that she stirred until nine 
= 
o'dock the night before the meal. 
On Tuesday, Christian LaMontagne 
said proud ly, •y can't believe that 
tomorrow is our feast. I can't wait. I will 
say, '1 chopped those apples • 
W hen the guests began filtering 
in at noon on-Wednesday, they were 
cheerfully _greeted by Abby Dunnigan, 
Rosie Train, Zalea Rich, and Joraan 
Rich. Caleb Hanson, Christian 
LaMontagne, and Caroline Hohn 
made rcciP.C cards of each of the dishes 
served, an<l Jake Dunnigan, on his own 
initiative, made a menu for the ,guests. 
Students from Mrs. Johnsons class 
read each recipe card loudly and clearly 
. -, . _,,,,. 
A student grabs some apples at 
Thompson's orchard, 
for all t he gues ts to hear, and when 
Mrs. Johnson asked what was in the 
applesauce, Madison Brown (6!,_ sang 
out "We used applcs .... and HONtY" 
Pa rent s, gra ndparents, friends, 
neighbors aunts, and siblings 
alike found a place at a table in tfie 
multipurpose room at the school, each 
table ilccorated with flowers from Mrs. 
Johnson's _garden. Together they happil)• 
munchea on grilled cheese, safad, 
lobster stew, cofcsla"'; applesauce, apple 
crisp and a dollop 01 maple ice cream, 
bringing the community together on a 
crisp, fall day to celebrate local food and 




U ,,. t Grrrs ~g J rtJu, e C. ~~~~:: 
207-766-S997 astarita@maine.rr.com 
Sl Woods Roan, Peaks Island, ME 04108 
Gray tarps, se_ray•painted with rock wall designs, simulate castle walb inside the 
Long Island Community Center. T he walls were painted by teenagers who will 
be attending the Halloween event. 
A Long Island Yankee 
in King Arthur's Court 
S TORY & PHOTOS BY KATE POWER 
Stone walls separate the King's 
bedroom from the armory. The dungeon 
lit only by a thin purple lighthis filled 
with liones o(p_risoners. Tit t c Great 
Hall a feast of Mutton stew and peasant 
bread adorn the table1 and in the corner a sparki~ fire roasts cnickens attached to 
a spit. Sound like a scene from Medieval 
times? That's exactlrwhat it is. 
O nce a year, the Community Center 
on Long Island undergoes a comP.letc 
transformation from functional hall to 
fantasy world. The spacious rooms are 
disguised in their very own Halloween 
costume and on Oct. 31, island youth 
are invited to particiP.ate in an elaborate 
celebration filled with games and food. 
This year taking a cue from "Lord of the 
Rings," the Center will be designed as a 
Medieval Castle. 
"Isn't it cool?" asked Recreation 
Department Art Di rector Towanda 
Brown, as she stood looking at simulated 
castle walls made out oflaip gray tarps. 
Hanging from the Centers ceiling, tbe 
tarps arc spray-[)ainted with images of 
rock piles and affect a modern, graffiti-
esgue vision of stone barriers. 
Brown, who has worked with the 
Recreation Department for 12 years, 
said one of the best things about the 
party is that it is open to both children 
and teenagers. T here will be games and 
crafts for the young children early in 
the evening, and later on a Medieval-
themed banquet will be served for the 
teens. Though the center has hosted a 
Halloween celebration for the past four 
years, Brown said this is only tlie second 
year they have had a banquet for the 
teenagers. 
"Last year I didn't come up with t he 
idea until October 25/ Brown sa id, 
adding that the theme tnen, the Adam's 
Famify Mansion, was a big success. 
Volunteers dressed up as different 
Adam's family characters and served 
the teens eyeball soup (tomato soup}, bat 
burgers (liamburgcrs) and salad with 
eye-of-newt sauce (ranch drcssi11E}- This 
year, menu items include wil<f woods 
S<?UP (v~gctablc, chili),. spiced f!ee-range 
bud wings {spicy chicken wings} and 
coffin custard (vanilla pudding). 
Though Brown said she usually puts 
around 30 hours of work into the event, 
there are a lot of volunteers who make 
the event come together. She receives 
help from the teenagers themselves, 
who spend time at the Community 
Center after school making props anil 
decorations for the event. 
It's the firs t year Sam Dunnigan, 131 
will be able to come to the banquet ana 
said she's looking forward to it. "It's 
just fun to help out and make stuff," 
she said as she ~ray-painted one of the 
castle walls. "{It's great} when people 
stop in here and see bow much the teens 
have done," Brown said. Additionally, 
Brown said she receives a lot of help 
from families on the island. ·Last year, 
I spent one hour makin$_phone calls 
and I had enough food, Brown said. 
"People in the community do pull 
through." And though Brown said she 
and tne volunteers have made a dent in 
decoration creation, there is still a lot of 
work to be done. 
The official theme of the celebration 
is ·Back to the Keep", the Keep bei ng 
the las t stronghofd of a Medieva1 
castle. I nsidc the Cas tle Keep will 
be four different rooms including a 
royal bedroom, armory, great hall and 
pnson. Surrounding the rooms will be a 
simulated moat, complete with a wooden 
bridge and edg_ed with weeds. 
Props for the different rooms arc 
detailed: foil-covered swords, cauldrons 
with dry ice, and fake chains with plastic 
skeletons in the dungeon. Windows 
have been covered with translucent 
colored plastic to imitate stained glass. 
The teen banquet will have traditional 
Middle Ages table settings, which 
means wooden bowls and no forks. 
Volunteers, needed to help watch the 
younger children or serve the food, will 
be dressed in period clothing as knights, 
jokers, peasants and royalty. 
"They're always so great," said 
Recreation Facilities Director Alanna 
Rich of the Halloween celebrations. 
"There is always a _great theme and 
families like to get involved." Brown 
said the excitement people have toward 
the project keeps tlie ideas and energy 
flowing. 
"I'm already thinking about next year," 
she said. 
Sam Dunnigan, 13, is one of the many 
Long Island teenagers helping create 
the ,cenery for the Community Center 
Halloween event. 
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Kids On the Ball at 
Peaks Island school 
BY CYNTHIA MOLLUS 
If someone tells you the third, 
fourth and fifth graders at the Peaks 
Island School arc reallx on the ball, 
believe them - literally. The students 
are the only ones in the Portland 
School _System_par tic i_pating in an 
,nnovanve On The Ban program as 
pa_r~ o.f an overall wellness 
1rutiauve. 
"Ergonomics - the 
discipline concerned with 
des\gning furniture and 
environments to P,romote 
overall physical well-being 
and performance - has -
become more importa nt, 
particularly since people 
of all age gn?ups are more 
Jtationary, s1tt1ng at desk 
Jobs, usrng__ comP,uters, 
watching TV1 playing_ 
video games, doing a lot ol 
repetitive tasks", according 
to Gail Trefethern-Kelley, 
an occupational therapist 
who works with the 
Portland School System. 
She is the one who proposed 
the On The Ball program 
and wrote the grant to get it 
funded thisyearthroug_n the 
Peaks lslancl Fund. "There 
are lots of ergonomic chairs 
available, but stabiliry balls 
are more chi ld-friendly, 
more fun and more cost-
cffcctive." 
Using stability balls 
instcao of chairs started 
in Italy, first in offices, then in the 
schools. And they have been effective 
in helpin_g children learn, according 
to severrustudics. Thefethem-Kelley 
exP,lain,e~, "One strat~gy_used for 
mamta1mng attention ,s sitting on 
a stability 6all. Doing this alfows 
dynamic movement - kind of like 
normal fidgeting does - but is much 
more productive, because it improves 
concentration and time on task." 
Sitting on a ball also helps enhance 
body awareness, enabling students 
to strengthen the body's core and 
develop good eosturar muscles. It 
increases blood flow co the brain and 
hc;.!Ps the learning process. . 
I was researclilii.g progr)lmS online 
for using the balls in schools, and 
came across the WittFitt pro_gram, 
star ted by Lisa Witt, a teacfier in 
Wisconsin,; Trefethern-Kelley said. 
"It was reauy the only compreliensive 
prqgram I saw and after speaking 
to Witt, I developed a P,roposaJ ana 
brought it to the school. Fourth/fifth 
grade teacher Kara St. Germain and 
third grade teacher Wendy Litchfield 
compfetely supported the program, 
alon?; with Principal Gwen Smith." 
Trerethern-Kelley explained that 
the program is not appropriate for 
ch ilaren younger than thud iradc 
because they really haven t _yet 
developed the motor skills needed, 
and they are more easily distracted. 
"The parents were also very 
supportive", she said. "I think 
only one eyelash was batted, but 
all the permission slips came back 
affirmative. They were tuned in to 
the overall health awareness program. 
Betn, Sterling celebrated her 95th birthday on Sunday Oct. 19 with many 
friends and her beloved sons D ick &Bob at the Brackett Memorial Methodist 
Church. Betty is a passionate Red Sox fan and the .cakes and decorations 
Cthanks to Jeannie Ashmore) were made with aP,propriate baseball and Red 
Sox paraP,hernalia. A baseball obtained from the ill women's baseball team the 
Silver Bullets was signed by many of Betty's church fr iends and e resented to 
her as a gift. Betty has been a contributing member of the Brackett Church and 
island community for many, many years. 
photobyRalphAshmore 
Because Peaks Island is such a small 
school a,:id heavily supported by the 
cornrnuruty, we are able to try and do 
thingi, most other schools in Portland 
can't. 
Trefethern-Kelley also reiterated 
why health awareness programs are 
important to implement in schools. 
"Obesity is on the rise, with childhood 
obesit,x bitting alarming levels," she 
said. In many cases cliildren only 
have gym class once a week, and not 
mucfi other exercise." She did say 
that Peaks Island kids' lives generally 
afford more C>pP,<?rtunities for physical 
activity, incfoiling walking to and 
from the boat and having a safer area 
to ride bikes than on the mainland. 
Another part of the overall wellness 
effort is a health and nutri t ion 
program the school will kick off in 
November, according to teacl1er Kara 
St. Germain. The program is called 
"5210", which stands lor 5 or more 
servings of fruits and vegetables, 2 
hours or less recreational screen time 
(TV or computer-based viewing), 1 
hour or more of physical activity, and 
0 sugary drinks, more water and low-
fat m iJk. The 5210 program began 
as a pilot project launched by the 
Barbara Bush Children's HosQ.\tal 
at Maine Medical Center. The 
school is also using 'Brain Gym', a 
set of different stretches and physical 
activities that helps the body prepare 
the mind, for example ht increasing 
blood flow to the brain. This is the 
first r.ear we've incorporated Brain 
Gym," said St, Germain, "and the 
kias are enthusiastic about it. 
But, of course, what they are 
really enthusiastic about is the balls. 
Said St. Germain, "We have had 
some students use the ball before 
for occupational therapy 
and special needs such as 
attention-deficit, so all the 
students knew about the 
balls and everyone wanted 
to sit on one and try it." 
Once the funding was 
apP,roved the children were 
inoividually measured 
because ditferent-sized 
balls must be used to 
accommodate different leg 
lengths to ensure proper 
p<?sture and comfort. 
Before the balls arrived, 
the students spent about 
three weeks learning about 
the balls, why and now to 
use them, and how to take 
care of them. As a group, 
they made up rules about 
beha,•ior and etiquette, and 
everyone had to sign up. 
Students began bY, using tlie 
ba lls an hour a clay to get 
used to them and to devefop 
and adj~st their muscles. 
"We called it 'stacking their 
blocks,' visualizing lining 
up their vertebrae for correct 
~ ture," St. Germain said. 
When the students were 
asked what they thought about using 
the balls, here's what tl\ey had to say: 
JohnnY.: "Since the beginning, I 
chink it's improved my hanclwriting." 
Lily: "You can bounce on them 
without disturbing your classmates." 
Tames: "If you have a bad back, they 
help." Nicholas: "It's improved my 
posture." lmo_gen: "Thev're a lot more 
comfortable tfian a hard' chair." When 
asked if anyone had fallen off the ball, 
their answer was a unanimous "No. 
Not yet." 
Veterinary care 
to the islands 
all year long. 
Serving the islands of Casco Bay 




Island Veterinary Service Is a division of ttie 
Bnc.kt:t Strut VeU;rinuy Clinic 
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AT THE GEM GALLERY 
HOLIDAY SALE • Nov. 29; The 
GEM is closed through November; 
however, the annual hofiday sale starts 
on the last Saturday of the month. 
The GEM Gallery is a cooperative 
of 26 artists living and working on 
Peaks Island in tlie varied med,a of 
painting, drawing, sculp~e, po~ery, 
Jewelry photography, pnntma~ng, 
assemblage, finer arts and wnt1ng. 
The J1:allery mission is to "share ana 
sell tine art and contemporary crafts 
and to reach out and creafe an inviting, 
professional, friendly space that shares, 
educates, and celebrates art." Solo 
and small group exhibitions change 
weekly from June through October. 
Larger theme shows areneld in the 
off-season with a holiday sale each 
year. Please call the J1:3Jlery at 207-
766-5600 for more informanon. 
AT THE ADDISON-
WOOLLEY GALLERY 
ODIN STONE; A collection of 
48 large-format, platinum-r.alladium 
~hoto~ra_p_hs from the publication 
ODIN STONE, by leading Maine 
P,hotog_rapher, T 1llman C:an~. The 
clraman,\¼ somenmes hauntmg images 
of the vrkney Islands in northern 
Scotland are reproduced in the book 
which will be released in a Jim itcd 
edition of 500 copies signed and 
numbered by the artist, and available 
Dec. 1 (advance orders acceP.ted at 
the_ gallery). S~ow run~ from No~. 5 
to Nov. 2ff, with opcmng receQt1on 
Friday, Nov. 7, 5 p.m to 8 p.m. Crane 
will give an artist talk Friday, Nov. 14, 
5 p.m. to 7 p.m. 
BEGI NN I NG DIGITA L 
PHOT OGRAPHY; Satur!lay 
Nov. 8; 10 a.m. to 1 p.m. Professional 
photographer Nancy Grace Horton 
will discuss basic steps to adjust your 
camera for optimum settmgs and 
review in-depth features you can 
enjoy experimenting with, then take a 
short time to do some shooting, then 
back again for more discussion and 
answenng questions., Bring digital 
camera with'. operators manual, and 
if you'd Ii ke,,_ some of your favorite 
pliotos. FEt $49. Enrollment 12 
students 
The Addison Woolley Gaallcry and 
Center for Photographic Inquiry is 
located at 87 Market Street, Portland. 
Open Tuesday thru Friday 11 a.m. to 5 
p.m., Saturday 11 a.m. to 4 l'.m. There is 
usually a poetry and jam night sometime 
during each month; check the website for 
event schedule: www.addisonwoolley.,om. 
For more information call (207) 775-
0678, or contact owner/curator Susan 
Porter at inquiry@addisonwoolley.rom. 
AT THE LIBRARY 
Special Halloween Children's 
Proitram · Patricia Crowley-Rockwell 
wilf read some of her favorite 
Halloween stories, followed by a craft 
and some_e;houlish refreshments on 
'.f uesday, October 28,,_ at 7 pm sha,:p! 
m the Community Koom. Mrs. C -
R is always fun, entertaining, and 
sometimes a little bit scary. This 
program is geared for children five to 
eigl)t ~ars old and is s~nsored by the 
Peaks Island Branch C1brary. 
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COMMUNITY NOTES 
(LIBRARY continued) 
First Tuesdays Book Discussion 
The November meeting will be on 
the second Tuesday, Nov.,l, since the 
fost Tuesday is Elect ion Day. T hough 
the librarr. will be dosed for Veterans 
Day, the Book Discussion will still 
take place at 7 pm in the Community 
Room. The book w ill be "The 
Hungry Tide" by Amitav Ghosh. 
For the Dec. 2 meeting, the book 
will be "March" by Geraldine Brooks. 
Books can be reserved by calling or 
emailing the library. 
Special Library Hours: on Election 
Day, Tuesday, November 4 the 
library will be open the same hours 
as the polls, 7am to 8pm. We invite 
you to stop m after votmg> and in the 
morning, there will be rerreshmcnts. 
Being open during votin_g in 
Presi<fential Election years is a Peaks 
Island Branch Library custom that we 
look forward to. 
The Library will be CLOSED 
November 11 in observance of 
Veterans Day. 
PLEASE Take a Moment to fill 
out a librarr, survey, available on 
the website (www.portlandli~rary. 
com) or there arc paper copies at 
our branch. The survey wiU ask you 
which branches you use, what servJces 
you use, and wnat ideas you have for 
positive changes. T hese are changing 
times and it 1s important that your 
voice is heard. Survey ends November 
10. 
City of Portland Building Permits 
issued for Peaks Island are 6eing sent 
to the Peaks Island Branch Li6rary. 
We will keep a notebook for those 
who are interested to see. 
At P,resent we have a list of 
all t he permits issued in the 
last year for the whole city, 
including Peaks Island. 
Starting mid-October, 
we will nave copies of the 
permits just for Peaks Island. 
NEW Policy: The librnry 
computer sys tem will now 
allow you to renew items 
even when they are already overdue, 
so long as your existing fines are no 
more fhan SlO. So no reason to let 
those fines mount up,just because you 
missed renewing in time. The only 
exceP,tiOn to this is if another person 
has Qlaced a reserve on the item. 
NEvV Service: For those who 
receive librarr. notices by email, the 
library will be sending courtesy 
rcminclers, letting you know 3 days 
before an item is due, so that you can 
return or renew the item on time. 
The reminder will have a link to the 
place on the web site where you.log in 
to see your record and renew ,rems. 
Hopefully, these changes will be 
helpful to you. 
Nursery Rhyme T ime for infants 
and toddlers is on Wednesdays and 
Fridays at 11. 
PreSchool StoryTimeis on Fridays 
at 10:15. We look forward to seeing 
babies, toddlers and preschoolers 
and their parents, grandparents, and 
caring adults. All are welcome. 
AT THE FIFTH MAINE 
The Museum is now open by 
ap_pointment only. For more 
information call 766-3330. 
ATTHEEIGHTHMAINE 
Closed for the season 
L OAF & LA D LE 
DINNER 
Tuesday, Nov. 11 from 5 p_.m. to 
7 p.m. at the Peaks Island llaruist 
Church. In honor of Veterans' Day 
we will feat ure foods from the 
various countries where our troo..Qs 
were stationed during the W\'Vl 
and WWII includin_g the United 
States. Join us for a delicious buffet of 
international recipes. (Our cooks are 
amazing!) Adults-S5\ children-$2.50. 
All proceeds benefit me PITA Energy 
Assistance program. 
FROM PARKS & REC 
T U ESDAY EVEN I NG 
BASKETBALL; At Is la n d 
School gym 6:30 pm to 8:00 pm; 
Pick-up p;ames on a droR· in basis. 
Adults '18' years and older 16 and 17-
year-olds with permission orms filled 
out by parents/guard ians prior to 
playing). Fee S2. Closed during school 
vacations, holidays or snow days. 
FIRST MONDAY FUN for 
PRESCHOOLERS; Mo nday 
Nov. 3 and Monday, Dec. 1 at 11:00 
am; Have some fun with your little 
ones. Using recycled items we'll 
make crafts, ornaments, gifts and 
other treasures . Children must be 
accompanied by an adult. 
PEAKS ISLAND'S ANNUAL 
TREE LIGHTING; Saturday Dec. 
6 at 4 Q!U at the living tree near t he 
dock; Decorate the tree> visit with 
Santa, sinp; and enjoy retreshments. 
All are welcome. 
PING-PONG ANYONE? If 
there is enough interest, we may be 
able to scheaule playing time each 
week. Sign \111 if r,ou arc interested, or 
join me on Monaay, Nov. 10 at 2:00 
pm AND/OR Thursday Nov. 20 at 
1:00 pm to see how much fun it can 
be. 
THE BEST O F JOHNNY 
CARSON 
Thursday, Nov. 13 at 10:45 am 
AND 1:00 pm. All are welcome. 
(PARKS & REC continued) 
ON -GOI NG PROGRAMS 
(op~n to all adults) 
M orning W alk ing Group: 
Monda~ ana Thursdays at 8:15 am. 
Low I!Upact Aerobics with 
Weights: Mondays and Thursdays at 
9:30am. 
Bingo Fun: with Thanksgiving-
type prizes; Monday, Nov. 24 at 10:45 
am AND 1 :00 _pm· Bring a non-
J)_erishable item for the Foocl Pantry. 
Children arc welcome if accompanied 
by an adult. 
PORTLAND RECREATION 
o n PEAKS ISLAND; For 
information, !)_]ease leave a message 
for Denise at 766-2970 or email ner 
DlmAT i:,ortlandmaincDOT.itov. 
Basketball contact is Jen at 766-0967. 
All programs meet at the MacVane 
community bui lding unless otherwise 
stated. Updates can be found on the 
island bulletin boards. 
AT T HE CHILDREN"S 
WORKSHOP 
C hildren's Clothin_g Swap and Fall 
C lean·l!J); Saturday, Nov. 11 10 am to 12 pm. Bring a bag of kids clothing 
ro s,var. and leave with a new winter 
wardrobe for your kids. \1/hil~ _you're 
at it, join )(_Our neighbors in a fan vard 
clean UJl. Cider ano cookies r.rovided. 
Chilclhood Brain DeveloP,ment 
Presentation;,.,_Thursday, Nov. 6b6:15 
pm-7:30 pm . .t<md out how the rain 
1mP,acts the growth and development 
of children, and affects P.¥,enting. 
Weatherization Wo rksltop; 
Saturday, Nov. 15, 9 am Come 
learn about how to save money this 
winter by weatherizing r.our liome. 
Presentation by Harvcy'Johnson of 
Thompson Johnson \1/o&Iworks. 
Stone Soup Luncheon; 
Wednesday, Nov. 26 12 pm. 
Everyone is mvited to the 21st annual 
Stone Soup Thanksgiving Feast to 
create and eat soup maae from a stone 
The Children's Workshop is 
located at 71 Herman Ave. For more 
information, contact Meg Springer 
Holdridge at 766-2854. 
Next Month 
Three profiles in clay 
Ceramic art is a d ifficult, expensive, and often frustrating 
occupation. Pega Astarita, Betty Heller and the artist team of 
Richard Boyd and Pamela Williamson, all with studios on 
Peaks Island, illustrate how four varieties of personality, talent 
and motivation can lead to the creation of some beautiful, often 











Room and ball 
~Dlal.s.t 
tours 
Come for a awesome stay or 10W" 
l) Eigbd, Maine Ave., Peaks Island. ME 04108 olf P0<1land 
(207)7~SOl6 ·--~-
cigbthmaind>oa@att.net 
A S H tv1 C) R E R E A LT Y 
l<iil,\""'D R I Ai t f A I t 
Fifth \ttlint R~i~,,, Mil.Stu• 
-1.$ .'>NJ·hort Au11ut 
l'.O. Box4/ 
P,aks Island. Maitft t>J / 08 
A \fus,nm or CMI Wu & Ptalo 1.sland HISlOr) 




NAILS & SALON 
NAIi.$ • HAik . WAXING 
Gin' CEf\T1ftCATCS AVAtLABlE · ,M.e EASY PAP.KING 
Th. mo,tt.h• •f .s.,,e,...,.. o«.a.c ... 
• T1Je1<by. $18 Manlcvre & P.-diwre 
-- . l'>"Y.,.,.. - "'" o11 __ 207. 773. 7999 
O PEN H o~Sat 9 a.m .. 7p.m 290 ConpeU St. 
l"'-«t IO #t/r~~ OC die boaom .,/ ~ ~ 
lMNG tOVt 
RUECCA JOHANNA STOHANS 
Y()t;A TlA(HUt • MAIN( N OTARY 
cOU,tlJ YOGA 
(R(ATIVE W£ODING\ 
( ()MM lM(NT (EI.EMOHIU 
207. 776 .SS-47 
ISLAND TIMES 
2008 Island Phone Directory 
Conrl.DC 7 Casco Ba:, IsluilJ 
Available onllne al 
www.pbonebookpublls~.com, 
and The Boathouse/Long Island, 
Hanrusan·s laJ&nd llultet and 
GEM Gallery/Pew. FMI or 
wholesale opportunllles 
call 766-5997 
r..---W- H ~ E -0--0- G------. 
.. _, ,IS,___ C A M P~-




Form, e irito: 
www.wholedogcomp.com 
Y OG A O N PEAl<S 
RU(CCA JOHANNA STOHANS 
:ALL fOR CUllltEf'l,f' 
ICHlPUl( or ClAl lll 
766 .3017 
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New Construction Renovation 
John Kiely 
Carpenter 
591 Island Avenue Peaks Island, ME 04108 
(207) 766-2026 
Jk1ely1@maine.rr.com 
Clbl(IW, CNftlrnn' ...... CMIPOl"lff 
~ ,11,\..... OOQM , ...... 
MMODB.I M,.... IIWl"IOI FREf b 
~ I IXl'IN:ll'l PUHi 1fllERMi'fflNO 
Weidemann 
Carpentry .. c 
766-3030 
Langella Construction 
and Painting Company 
Carpantry - lnterlor/E1tterlor Painting 
Michael ---' 
Langella~ 
AUO o m •1NG· 382 Pleasant Ave. n,v,.T, YOGA ssoNs Peaks Island. Maine 
PARINER YOGA 
HEAllNG TOUCf {207) 766-3067 (home} 
.,U1iriiMIHU MiU:IIUIWl:iii1i.P\i¥ihUIHM (207) 632 .. 8229 (cell) ._ _____ ;..........;. __________ _, 





Peaks Island Baptist Church 
GOD LOVES YOU AND SO DO WE! 
Serving God & our communny 
Sunday School: 10 AM Worship: 11 AM 





to the Boat 
305 Cof'Ml•rciol Nld .,,,,__ . $7 -4 093 7 lol,.,.. . l ...... 541 ,lll 5 





Peaks llland ME 04108 
SUBSCR 1 PTT ON FORM: To ,ub,.:ribe to the l•lond Times, please fill 0111 this form and send with o cbecl for S2S to Island f1mc,, 120 Brackett St, Peaks 
Island, \IE, 0·1108 
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ABOVE: Part of this acrobatic performance was a walk across the clothe5line 
while she put clothing on. 
p!,010 by Cyml>r• Mo/111, 
BELO\V: Some of the props used during the acrobatic performance haog in 
su.spen.sion while visitors check out the displays inside the battery. 
p/1010 by Justin Palmer 
ABOVE: Folks dine al fresco on the lawn outside the Battery Stede. 
pl,oto by Justin Palmer 
RIGHT: The masters of ceremony greet 
the crowd off the 2,1sr..m· boat, and the 
parade to Battery Stee e ~gins. 
photo by Cynthia Moil us 
Sacred & Profane 
takes over Battery 
Steele 
BY CYNTHIA MOLLUS 
On the Saturday nearest the October 
Harvest Moon, artists of manv 
stril)cs and their supporters boara 
the 2:J5 p.m. ferrv from Portland for 
Peaks Isfand and' the annual Sacred 
& Profane event. And so it was on 
October 18, when a capacity-crowd 
of p<:ople disembarked from the fcrrr, 
to be greeted by a colorful grouP. of 
drummersJ a master of ceremonies, 
and a sizable group of Peaks Islanders. 
(Pi~ the poor group of u_nsuspecting 
folks who were dressed 111 suirs ana 
t ies headed for a wedding at The Inn 
all mixed in with the motley crowd 
and wearing puzzled and somewhat 
concerned expressions on their faces). 
Led by the master of ceremonies, 
the crowd paraded up Brackett Street 
to Batt~ry :Steele, picking up the g_reat 
White Elephant, a devcrly-disguised 
November 2008 
truck, along rhe way. Installations and 
performance art filled the Battery, 
as participants made their way liy 
candlelight through the vanous 
rooms. · 1 hose who purchased tickets 
were treated to lunch on the grass, 
while everyone waited for the main 
p<;rformances and music to begin. 
The circus-themed entertainment 
featured a wonderful aerialist who 
performed on a "clothesline/ a rope 
loop and a suspended bicr,c1c, along 
with a tightrope walker, fire-eaters 
and dancers and jugglers. Musicians 
provided entertainment for those who 
lil),l1;crcd into the early evening. 
Sacred & Profane has oeen an 
annual event on Peab for over a 
decade, organized bv a collaboration 
of artists and musici'ans. Because the 
Peaks Island Land Preserve (PILP) 
owns the Batten Steele propcrtv, it 
fC!)Uires the g r0UP. to sign liabn1tV 
releases and fielp clean tl'ie property 
afterwards. 
AccordinJLtO PILP president 
Garry Fox, 'The Sacred & Profane 
organizer.; always leave the Batt~ in 
better shape than they find it. 'lbey 
typically come out the week prior to 
the event and clean the rooms inside 
the Battery, as well as the outside 
areas. They also touch base with the 
island .P?lice~ to make sure everything 
goes afnght. 
